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Abstract 
Due to the gathering of sickrooms and consultation rooms in almost all hospitals, the performance 
of wireless devices system is deteriorated by the increase of collision probability and waiting time. 
In order to improve the performance of wireless devices system, relay is added to control the 
access point and then the access of devices is distributed. The concentration of access point is 
avoided and then the performance of system is expected to be improved. The discrete time Mar-
kov chain (DTMC) is proposed to calculate the access probability of devices in a duration time slot. 
The collision probability, throughput, delay, bandwidth and so on are theoretically calculated 
based on the standard IEEE802.15.6 and the performance of the system with and without relay is 
compared. The numerical result indicates that the performance of the system with control access 
point is higher than that of the system without control access point when the number of devices 
and/or packet arrive rate are high. However, the system with control access point is more com-
plicated. It is the trade-off between the performance and the complication. 

 
Keywords 
Standard IEEE802.15.6, Discrete Time Markov Chain Method, Control Access Point, Bandwidth 
Efficiency, Delay 

 
 

1. Introduction 
1.1. The Problem of WLAN in Hospitals 
In almost hospitals, sickrooms and consultation rooms are respectively gathered at one place for convenience of 
patients. It may be good for patients and hospital sites, however, on the view point of wireless system, there is a 
problem. Since medical devices access the wireless local area network (WLAN) base station via wireless chan-
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nel, the collision when more than one devices access the channel in the same time, will occurs depending on the 
number of devices and the number of data packets that be generated by every device in one second. Moreover, a 
lot of devices access the WLAN base station that is close to the consultation rooms (Wireless LAN 2 in Figure 
1), whereas a few devices access the WLAN base station that is far from consultation rooms (Wireless LAN 1). 
The access of devices concentrates at Wireless LAN 2, consequently, the probability of collision increases, and 
then the throughput decreases, the delay increase. As a result the bandwidth efficiency decreases. 

1.2. Aims and Motivations 
Since many body functions are traditionally monitored and separated by a considerable period of time, it is hard 
for doctors to know what is really happening. This is the reason why the monitoring of movement and all body 
functions in daily life are essential. The delay of patients’ data as well as the collision of data packets may let 
doctors misunderstand and information data be lost by timeout. In order to decrease the delay and increase the 
throughput, the relay can be set to avoid the concentration of WLAN base station. As shown in Figure 1), some 
devices assess the wireless LAN 1 via the relay, therefore, the number of devices that access the wireless LAN 2 
is reduced, and then the bandwidth efficiency is expected to be higher. However, the delay due to signal processing 
at relay should be considered. At scheme 1, all devices access the wireless LAN 2, whereas at scheme 2, the re-
lay is set and devices access the channel via either wireless LAN 1 or 2. The performance of both schemes 1 and 
2 is mathematically analyzed base on standard IEEE802.15.6. The throughput, delay and bandwidth efficiency 
of both schemes are numerically compared. 

1.3. Related Works 
According to an emergency of wireless body area network (WBAN), the standard IEEE802.15.6 was established 
in Feb. 2012 [1]. An overview of the standard and performance analyses of WBAN based on bandwidth effi-
ciency and delay were represented in [2]-[4]. In these papers, however, the WBAN is assumed to consists of 
only one device that keeps transmitting a data packet. Packet arrival rates and collisions due to transmission of 
multiple devices in the same time weren’t considered. On the other hand, a Physical layer (PHY), Media Access 
Control (MAC) layer and network layer of WBAN were researched in [5] [6]. Furthermore, the control on MAC 
layer was analyzed to improve the performance of WBANs [7] [8]. The transmission of implanted devices was 
considered under conditions of low transmit power and low harmful influence on a human body [9] [10]. The 
performance of WBANs that has multiple devices and multiple user priorities were analyzed in both saturation 
[11] [13] [14] and non-saturation [12]. Additionally, WBANs were analyzed in further detail when a superframe 
with beacon mode and an access phases length were taken into consideration in [13] [14], respectively. However, 
efficiencies of number of devices, packet arrival rates, packet sizes, etc. on the throughput of each device and 
the total throughput, the delay and the bandwidth efficiency of system hasn’t been discussed. 

1.4. Organization of the Paper 
The rest of paper is organized as follows. We introduce a brief of PHY and MAC layers of standard IEEE802.15.6 
 

 
Figure 1. The wireless LAN system in a hospital. 
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in Section 2. The discrete time Markov chain is proposed and then the performance of both schemes 1 and 2 
with CSMA/CA is analyzed in Section 3. The numerical evaluation of both schemes is described and compared 
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Brief of Standard IEEE802.15.6 
A brief of the standard that related to our research is described in this section. The further detail of standard can 
be found in [1] [2]. 

2.1. PHY Layer 
The IEEE802.15.6 defines three different PHYs, i.e., human body communication (HBC), narrowband (NB) and 
ultra wideband (UWB). Furthermore, the NB is divided in several frequency bands and a data rate, symbol rate, 
etc. of every frequency band are different. We analyze the system in 2400 MHz - 2483.5 MHz band as an exam-
ple, the analysis in different frequency band is similar. The physical protocol data unit (PPDU) of NB PHY is 
described in Figure 2. Components of PPDU are fixed, excepted the payload. Parameters of PHY layer are 
summarized in Table 1. 

2.2. MAC Layer 
The algorithm of CSMA/CA based on IEEE802.15.6 is described as follows. All devices set their backoff counter 
 

 
Figure 2. PPDU of NB PHY. 
 
Table 1. Parameters of PHY layer. 

Frequency band [MHz] 2400 - 2483.5 

Packet component PSDU 

Modulation DBPSK DBPSK 

Symbol rate Rs [ksps] 600 

Data rate Rhdr [kbps] 242.9 

Clear channel assessment [bits] 63 

MAC header [bits] 56 

MAC footer [bits] 16 

CSMA slot time Ts [μs] 125 

Short interframe spacing time TpSIFS [μs] 75 

Preamble [bits] 88 

Propagation delay α [μs] 1 
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to a random integer number uniformly distributed over the interval [ ]1,W , where W  is a contention window 
within ( )min max;W W . The value of minW  and maxW  varies depending on the user priorities (UPs). However, in 
this paper, the UP of all devices is assumed to be the same as zero-th UP. The extension for multiple UPs is 
straightforward. 

As shown in Figure 3, a device starts decrementing its back off counter by one for each idle CSMA slot. 
When the back off counter reaches zero, the device transmits its packet. Once the channel is busy because of 
transmission of another device, the device locks the back off counter until the channel is idle. The transmission 
is failed if the device fails to receive an acknowledgement (ACK) due to a collision or being unable to decode. 
The W  is doubled for even number of failures until it reaches maxW . The maximum number of back off stages 
is bound by a retry limit m. Once the number of retries exceeds the predefined retry limit m, the packet is dis-
carded. When the transmission is successful, the W is set to maxW . The W of zero-th UP is represented in Table 
2. 

3. Performance Analysis of WBANs 
3.1. Discrete Time Markov Chain 
At first, the performance of scheme 1 is analyzed. The scheme 1 consists of a single base station, the wireless 
LAN 2, and n devices in a star topology, D1, D2, ···, Dn (Figure 1). All devices can access the wireless LAN 2 
directly, however, the wireless LAN 1 is out of them range. The discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) is pro-
posed to calculate the access probability of each device in every time slot. The proposal DTMC of device i with 
empty state is described in Figure 4 and notations used in this section are listed in Table 3. A packet arrival rate 
of all devices is assumed the same and denoted by λ . Hence, 1 e Tsλρ −= − , where e  denotes the Napier’s 
constant, denotes the probability that the device has a packet to transmit in duration time of Ts. The transmission 
failed probability and the idle probability of device I are respectively expressed as 

( )

,fail ,col

1
,idle

PER ,

1
,

1

i i i

n

k
k

i
i

P P

P
τ

τ
=

= +
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=

−

∏                                   (1) 

here ( ),col 1 1
n

i k
k i

P τ
≠

= − −∏ . The state transmission probabilities of DTMC method are represented as follows. 
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Figure 3. An example of operation of CSMA/CA and relationships of time durations. 
 
Table 2. Contention window for every UP. 

Number of retransmissions 0 1 2 3 4 and over 

W 16 16 32 32 64 
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Figure 4. Algorithm of DTMC method. 
 
Table 3. Explanation of notations. 

Notation Explanation 
λ  Packet arrival rate during a unit time 
ρ  Packet arrival rate during a slot time 
m Packet retry limit 
n Total number of devices 
x Payload size 

Total x Total data 

iT  Access probability during a slot time 

, ,i k jb  Stationary distribution with backoff stage k, backoff counter j 

,idleiP  Channel idle probability 

,failiP  Transmission failed probability 

;coliP  Collision probability 

PER i  Packet error rate 

kW  Contention window of k backoff stage 
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As shown in Figure 4, we have 

, , empty
0 0

1
kWm

i k j
k j

b b
= =

+ =∑∑                                     (3) 

Moreover, the stationary distribution can be calculated by using the state transition probability. 
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From above equations, the ,0,0ib  can be described as a function of ,idleiP , ,failiP , ρ , kW  and iT , Further-
more, the access probability of every device can be calculated by solving n  equations. 

1
,fail

, ,0 ,0,0
0 ,fail

1
1

mm
i

i i k i
k i

P
b b

P
τ

+

=

−
= =

−∑                                  (5) 

3.2. System Throughput 
The probability in which at least one device is sending a packet is called as transmission probability, tranP . 

( )tran
1

1 1
n

j
j

P τ
=

= − −∏                                      (6) 

The successful probability of device i  means that only device i  is transmitting on the medium under con-
dition on the fact that at least one device is transmitting and is represented by ,suciP . In addition, the coordinator 
can decode the packet correctly. 

( )
( ) ( ),suc

1

tran

1
1 PER

1

n

i j
j

ii
i

P
P

τ τ

τ
=

−
= −

−

∏
                                (7) 

Let suc ,SUC1
n

iiP P
=

= ∑  denote the total successful probability of all devices. Once the transmission is suc-  
cessful, the device receives a ACK packet with no payload from the coordinator, whereas the device receives 
NACK packet or nothing after the timing to receive the ACK packet if the transmitted packet is collided or una-
ble to decode. Consequently, the duration time to transmit a packet successfully, T , is assumed to equal to the 
duration time of failed transmission, hereafter T  is called as the successful transmission time. The successful 
transmission time is the total duration time to transmit a packet, includes the duration time to transmit a data 
packet ( )dataT , interframe spacing ( )pSIFST , ACK packet ( )ACKT  and delay time ( )α . 

DATA ACK pSIFS2 2T T T T α= + + +                                (8) 

Let PT , PHYT , MACT , BODYT  and FCST  denote the duration time to transmit a preamble, PHY header, MAC 
header, MAC body and FCS, respectively. Therefore, the duration time to transmit a data packet is given by 

( )
DATA PHY MAC BODY FCS

hdr

8 MAC header MAC footerPreamble PHY header     

,

    .

P

s

T T T T T T
x

R R

+ + + +

+ ++
=

=

+
              (9) 

Since an immediate ACK/NACK carries no payload, its transmission time is represented as follows. 
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( )
ACK PHY MAC FCS
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               (10) 

Finally, the throughput of device i  is described as 

( ) ( )

( )

tran ,suc

tran tran suc tran suc
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and the system throughput becomes 

1
Thro Thro

n

i
i=

= ∑                                    (12) 

The throughput of scheme 2 is also represented by (12). However, several devices access the channel via the 
relay and the wireless LAN 1, therefore, the concentration at the wireless LAN 2 is avoided and the successful 
probability of all devices increases. As a result, the throughput of system is expected to increase. 

3.3. Delay 
The average access delay D , defined as the time elapsed between the time instant when the frame is put into 
service and the instant of time the frame terminates a successful delivery. Under the assumption of no retry lim-
its, this computation is straightforward. In fact, we may rely on the well known Little’s Result, which states that, 
for any queueing system, the average number of customers in the system is equal to the average experienced de-
lay multiplied by the average customer departure rate. The application of Little’s result to our case yields: 

Thro Throi

x xD

n

λ λ
= =                                  (13) 

The delay computation is more elaborate when a frame is discarded after reaching a predetermined maximum 
number of retries m. In fact, in such a case, a correct delay computation should take into account only the frames 
successfully delivered at the destination, while should exclude the contribution of frames dropped because of 
frame retry limit (indeed, the delay experienced by dropped frames would have no practical significance). 

To determine the average delay in the finite retry case, we can still start from Little’s Result, but we need to 
replace λ  in (13) with the average number of frames that will be successfully delivered. Thus, (13) can be re-
written by 

Thro
i

i

x
D

λβ
=                                     (14) 

here, iβ  denotes the probability that a randomly chosen frame will be successfully transmitted before the re-
transmission reaches the retry limit. Therefore, the iβ  is represented as follows. 

( )
1

,suc ,suc
0

1
m j

i i i
j

P Pβ
−

=

= −∑                                 (15) 

For Scheme 2, the delay due to the multiple access at the wireless LAN 1 and 2 is similar to (14). However, 
the delay due to the capability of relay also should be considered. The delay due to the relay is calculated by  

Thro j
j Q

C
∈
∑

, here Q  denote the set of devices that access the relay and the C  is the capability of relay. There-  

fore, the average delay of information data that is transmitted via relay is represented as follows. 
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Thro

Thro
ij j Q

j

x
D

C
λβ ∈= +

∑
                               (16) 

The delay of scheme 2 is the maximal delay of information data that is transmitted to wireless LAN 1 and 2. 

3.4. Bandwidth Efficiency 
In order to compare the system with and without relay, the bandwidth efficiency is adopted. The bandwidth effi-
ciency of both schemes 1 and 2 is calculated as the ratio of total throughput of system and the total generated 
data. Notice that the total throughput of scheme 1 and 2 is different. 

Thro
nx

δ
λ

= .                                    (17) 

4. Numerical Evaluation 
The system model is the same as mentioned above and the parameters in Table 1 are used. The average distance 
between all devices and the wireless LAN 1 and 2 is respectively 500 m and 250 m. The relay is set at halfway 
between the devices and the wireless LAN 1. The delay of propagation is taken into account. The capability of 
relay is assumed to be 300 Mbps. The noise-free is also assumed. At first, the performance of scheme 1 is illu-
strated. 

The throughput of scheme 1 base on lambda and the number of devices is described in Figure 5 and Figure 6, 
respectively. The generated data is the total data that is generated at all devices, however the generated data isn’t 
always successfully transmitted due to the collision and the time out. Therefore, the throughput of system is 
considerably smaller than the generated data, especially when the number of devices and/or the lambda are high. 
Moreover, the delay of scheme 1 also increase when the number of devices and/or the lambda increase (Figure 
7). These are the reason the scheme 2 is taken into consideration as description in Section 1.2. 
 

 
Figure 5. Throughput of scheme 1 based on lambda. 
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Figure 6. Throughput of scheme 1 based on the number of devices. 

 

 
Figure 7. Delay of scheme 1. 
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The comparison on the delay and the bandwidth efficiency of both schemes 1 and 2 is respectively described 
in Figure 8 and Figure 9, where the number of devices is fixed to be 10 and 40. For scheme 2, since the con-
centration at the wireless LAN 2 is avoided, the collision probability decreases. Therefore, the throughput of 
system increase and then the delay as well as the bandwidth efficiency increase and be higher than that of 
scheme 1, especially when the number of devices and/or the lambda are large. When the number of devices and 
the lambda are low, the difference of schemes 1 and 2 is small. Notice that the scheme 2 is more complicated 
due to the adding of relay and controlling the transmission of devices. It means that there are the trade off be-
tween the performance and the complication of scheme 2. 

 

 
Figure 8. Delay base on lambda. 

 

 
Figure 9. Bandwidth efficiency. 
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5. Conclusions 
The wireless system in a hospital has been taken into consideration and the performance is analyzed based on 
the standard IEEE802.15.6. The DTMC method was proposed to calculate the access probability and then the 
collision probability, the successful probability, the throughput, the delay, the bandwidth efficiency of system 
have been theoretically calculated. The performance of system with and without relay is also numerically com-
pared, the bandwidth efficiency of scheme 2 is higher while the delay is smaller than that of scheme 1 when the 
number of devices and/or the packet rate are large. However, the scheme 2 is more complicated due to the con-
trolling transmission of devices and the adding of relay. 

The devices were assumed to transmit the information data to either the wireless LAN 1 or the wireless LAN 
2. However, the control method hasn’t been explained clearly. Moreover, the CSMA/CA was adopted, another 
access protocol [15] wasn’t taken into account leave them to our future works. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the measurement study of locality-aware Peer-to-Peer solutions on Internet 
Autonomous System (AS) topology by reducing AS hop count and increase nearby source nodes in 
P2P applications. We evaluate the performance of topology-aware BT system called TopBT with 
BitTorrent (BT) by constructing AS graph and measure the hops between nodes to observe the 
impact of quality of service in P2P applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a distributed computing model which aims to share resources whose concept is not com-
pletely new. However, P2P systems are natural evolution in decentralized system architecture [1] in which peer 
is a node that can act as a client and server simultaneously in dynamic environment. Nodes can join or leave the 
system freely and also exchange resources directly without the help of a third party server. Popular P2P systems 
generate massive amount of traffic over the internet and it has been reported that 65% - 70% Internet backbone 
is P2P traffic. Furthermore, it may be estimated that 50% - 65% of download traffic and 75% - 90% of upload 
traffic is generated by P2P traffic access communities [2]. P2P networks can be classified according to their 
functionalities into three main classes such as file sharing, video streaming and VoIP. File sharing P2P applica-
tions like BitTorrent (BT), TopBT are the most popular among the three classes whereas video streaming classes 
applications are PPLive, PPStream and Voip application is Skype. 

Zatto [3] was introduced as a localized P2P live streaming system and Skype [4] was modified to implement 
locality in super peers selections. Finally, Top-BT [5] was introduced as localized version of the BitTorrent 
software which is developed by OHIO State University R&D Dept., that actively discovers its network proximi-
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ties to its connected peers, this unique feature separates it from Bit torrent. 
It also improves the peers transmission rate of network for a faster download, reduces topology un-awareness 

due to unnecessary traffic and maintains faster download speed compared to other clients [6]. BitTorrent which 
is a well-known non-localized file sharing software in P2P networking used in common for transferring large 
file in a vast community environment with an exceptional download speed [7]. 

The popularity of P2P applications had massive traffic load that revealed doubts about the ability of internet 
service provider (ISP) that carried P2P traffic [8] and to sustain their cost of transit traffic. Due to these reasons 
and others inspired research to replace P2P random algorithms with locality-awareness algorithms where locali-
ty is a distance measurement method that can be utilized to express locality awareness. 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) locality has recently raised lots of interest locally as its written content distribution dra-
matically raises the traffic within the inter-ISP links, in order to solve this problem the idea to keep a fraction in 
the P2P site visitors local to help each ISP has been introduced a couple of years ago. Several fundamental is-
sues on locality are being explored such as measuring the content distribution and knowing the harmful effect of 
locality which intensify the demand of the content file that is shared on the network.P2P applications and ISPs 
have different lanes of business models that attempt to attract more users by increasing quality of service (QoS). 

The fact that allowed P2P application developers to consider underlying networks as free resources and on the 
other hand ISP’s attempting to drag down their inter/intra-domain traffic to increase their profits [9]. This busi-
ness model authorized ISP’s consider P2P applications as a harmful services and thus started to domesticate 
them by blocking their traffic with the help of shaping devices [5] and on the other side P2P applications 
counter-strike by encrypting their traffic using port hoping that leads to endless chasing. 

However to tackle ISP issues, Autonomous system (AS) hops can be utilized to harvest AS-level to pology 
information and closely relate the AS-based ISP pricing model. Locality awareness algorithm implementation in 
P2P application was widely studied in the past years [10]-[12]. Each network on the Internet is recognized by a 
unique identifier known as Autonomous system number (ASN) which owns a set or a block of Internet Protocol 
(IP) addresses that have been assigned to it, in order to prevent traffic from propagation, content should be ex-
changed with other IP addresses in the same AS. 

Sniffing is one of the most effective techniques in attacking a wireless network. Sniffer [13] is a program that 
eavesdrops on the network traffic by grabbing information that travels over a network and the Source for many 
network-based attacks is passive sniffing. Passive sniffing involves employing a sniffer to be able to monitor 
these kinds of incoming packets which uses a feature connected with network greeting cards called promiscuous 
mode. In this mode a network card will pass all packets on the operating structure, rather than those Unicast as 
well as broadcast towards host [13]. 

World’s prime network protocol analyzer named Wireshark [14] enables to capture and interactively browse 
the traffic flowing on a computer network. This software is customary across many industries and educational 
institutions. Wireshark uses a packet capture in short Pcap, an application programming language to capture 
packets, so it can only capture the packets on the types of networks that Pcap supports. Yi Cui, et al., [15] pro-
poses locality awareness in bit torrent like P2P applications which proposes an optimal solution with minimum 
AS hop count distribution structure and also describes that seeding cannot improve standard bit torrent down-
load time but can improve its locality policies significantly. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the methodology of achieving goals of our study. Results 
analysis and performance of Locality and TopBT is studied and discussed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 gives 
conclusion and possible future work to improve the quality of service in P2P applications. 

2. Methodology and Data Collection 
Our methodology of collecting data is to download Torrent files using two different file sharing applications 
such as Bit Torrent and Top-BT, which were operated in two separate computers. The download time of both 
Torrent clients was calculated and recorded simultaneously. Wireshark captures and save data packets of both 
Torrent clients. Then, a utility software was used to extract source and destination IP addresses form Wireshark 
captured files. 

AWK tool [16] was used to delete the duplicate of the source and destination IP addresses. Cymru tool [17] 
had been utilized by which IP addresses were converted into Autonomous System Numbers (ASN). Java code 
was developed to find the AS paths from source IP address to destination IP address. By extracting these paths, 
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we then compared the paths generated by the BitTorrent and Top-BT applications. This procedure had been ap-
plied on different file formats (Audio, Video, Application files, etc.). Hence the whole data was collected at par-
ticular geographical location. 

During the downloading of some files we came across a huge download time duration by which a user may 
lose interest in downloading that particular file. Investigation of the scenario was done to show the impact of lo-
cality on the quality of experience. Our calculation was based on the Autonomous System Number and after 
gathering these numbers, AS paths has been our metric to measure locality. 

The following steps were taken to achieve our goal. First we reviewed the concepts of Peer to Peer network 
(P2P) and Locality revision on the P2P applications.Then, Wireshark and AWK software tools were used for 
data collection. Finally, Java program and Cymru software tool were employed for data analysis part by which 
IP addresses were extracted and has been converted to Autonomous System Numbers (ASN). 

Two well-known P2P file sharing systems were utilized, namely, Bit Torrent and Top-BT. Software pro-
gramming and simulation tools such as Java, AWK, Cymru were adapted to map IP’s into AS numbers. MS- 
Excel has been used to show AS paths as final output by which the paths between Bit-torrent and TopBT are 
compared to measure their QoS and Locality in a P2P network. 

3. Results 
Locality awareness has emerged as the anchor to tackle the unwanted traffic issue where locality awareness al-
gorithms allow peers to measure their distances from other nodes and utilizes this knowledge in selecting near 
content sources. To implement this algorithm, many issues must be tackled. For example, how to measure dis-
tances? How to find location? How to define near nodes and far nodes? 

Collecting underlying network measurements and utilizing this information is the way to answer the previous 
questions. Peer should have the ability to measure the AS hop count path to reach different peers and must have 
the ability to map IP addresses into their AS numbers that can be able to measure delay, bandwidth and loss in 
the path. Finally, they should have algorithms that utilize this information (Locality algorithm). The main objec-
tive of locality awareness studies is to construct a P2P system that satisfies the requirement of ISPs by reducing 
the hops count and increase the number of local source nodes in one way and on the other end there shouldn’t be 
impact on quality of experience in P2P networks. 

Our results show that the average AS hops count path between neighbors in TopBT platform is shorter than 
the distances between neighbors in BT network. In addition, we have observed from our results that locality 
awareness implemented in TopBT has impact in reducing the intra-domain traffic that passes between AS’s. 
Unfortunately, the implementation of locality awareness algorithm may reduce the performance, Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE), of P2P networks if the required content is unpopular. 

In other words, the popularity of file in P2P file sharing network may affect implementation of locality 
awareness algorithm which means that the locality awareness algorithm requires a popularity of files to increase 
the performance of P2P applications or it will decrease its normal performance. In our measurement study we 
have obtained our results for Autonomous System paths of sources and destinations on Inter Autonomous Sys-
tem level routing. 

In Figure 1 we have evaluated average Autonomous System paths of Audio files in which TopBT has better 
download rate than BitTorrent. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the AS source path comparison of Video files and 
Application files respectively whereas the Video files that contain large data size results in such case TopBT has 
performed good as shown in Figure 2. Finally, we note that Figure 4 show Document source average AS path 
files. 

In P2P networks, nodes act as client and server simultaneously. Figure 5 shows average AS paths of Audio 
destination files, in Figure 6 and Figure 7 average AS path destination files of Video and Application are 
shown in which the performance of BitTorrent is slight better than TopBT. However TopBT had good perfor-
mance overall, whereas Figure 8 shows the average AS hops path of destinations of Document files to compare 
the performance of TopBT with BitTorrent. 

By observing these average AS paths of source files and destinationfiles figures respectively we can list out 
our findings, At first we noticed average AS hops paths of TopBT is shorter in most of the cases. However, in 
some cases this path is longer than BitTorrent. The reason is that the downloaded files in these cases are not 
popular, which means that there are no localized nodes near to download the file from. In this case TopBT attempts  
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Figure 1. Source autonomous system hops path for audio files. 
 

 
Figure 2. Source autonomous system hops path for Video files. 
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Figure 3. Source autonomous system hops path for application files. 
 

 
Figure 4. Source autonomous system hops path for documents files. 
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Figure 5. Destination autonomous system hops path for audio files. 
 

 
Figure 6. Destination autonomous system hops path for video files. 
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Figure 7. Destination autonomous system hops path for application files. 
 

 
Figure 8. Destination autonomous system hops path for documents files. 
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to download the files from faster nodes with highest upload bandwidth and hence this fact has increased the path 
for such scenarios. We can observe that the download time has reduced in many scenarios for TopBT, this 
shows that locality can also help in improving the Quality of Experience. Unfortunately, this is not the case for 
all files. TopBT attempts to reduce paths’ length first which can affect the download time by downloading the 
file from closer procrastinate nodes. 

4. Conclusions & Future Work 
In this work, we conducted a measurement study to investigate the advantages and drawbacks of implementing 
locality awareness algorithm in P2P networks and examined the locality awareness algorithm in BitTorrent and 
TopBT. We have compared the performance of TopBT with BitTorrent and utilized Wireshark tool to collect 
information from P2P network. In addition, an AS graph has been constructed to implement a shortest path al-
gorithm to measure AS hops count between nodes in which collected peers from BitTorrent have been used as 
input to measure their destinations. 

In future work, we can use other P2P applications and compare their results with each other and also investi-
gate this measurement study in different locations and diverse ISP internet connections. 

P2P model will remain dominating in coming years as we believe that research and development will contin-
ue to adapt P2P overlays which are more suitable for current internet infrastructure. P2P systems evolution will 
provide insights into the development of other large-scale distributed systems. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we have used the distributed mean value analysis (DMVA) technique with the help of 
random observe property (ROP) and palm probabilities to improve the network queuing system 
throughput. In such networks, where finding the complete communication path from source to 
destination, especially when these nodes are not in the same region while sending data between 
two nodes. So, an algorithm is developed for single and multi-server centers which give more in-
teresting and successful results. The network is designed by a closed queuing network model and 
we will use mean value analysis to determine the network throughput (β) for its different values. 
For certain chosen values of parameters involved in this model, we found that the maximum net-
work throughput for 0.7β ≥  remains consistent in a single server case, while in multi-server 
case for 0.5β ≥  throughput surpass the Marko chain queuing system. 
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1. Introduction 
Networks where a communication path between nodes doesn’t exist refer to delay tolerant networks [1] [2]; they 
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communicate either by already defined routes or through other nodes. Problem arises when network is distri-
buted and portioned in to several areas due to the high mobility or when the network extends over long distances 
and low density nodes. The traditional approach [3] for the queuing system was to design a system of balance 
equations for the joint property of distributed vector value state. The traditional approaches to the system of 
Markovian [4] queuing systems were to formulate a system of algebraic equations for the joint probability dis-
tributed system vector valued state, which was the key step introduced by Jackson [5], that for a certain types of 
networks the solutions of the balance equation is in the form of simple product terms. All remained to be norma-
lized numerically to form the proper probability distribution In case of networks with congested routing chains, 
this normalization turned out to be limited and degrades the system efficiency as well. 

Therefore, in practical these distribution contains an extra detail, such as mean queue size, mean waiting time 
and throughput is needed. The framework of conventional algorithm shows that these properties can be obtained 
by normalizing constants. The proposed algorithm given in this paper correlates directly with the required statis-
tics. Its complexity is asymptotically is almost equal to the already defined algorithms, but the implementation 
of program is very simple. 

Choosing the right queuing discipline and the adequate queue length (how long a packet resides in a queue) 
may be a difficult task, especially if your network is a unique one with different traffic patterns. Monitoring of 
the network determines which queuing discipline is adequate for the network. It is also important to select a 
queuing length that is suitable for your environment. Configuring a queue length that is too shallow could easily 
transmit traffic into the network too fast for the network to accept, which could result in discarded packets. If the 
queue length is too long, you could introduce an unacceptable amount of latency and Round-Trip Time (RTT) 
jitter. Program sessions would not work and end-to-end transport protocols (TCP) would time out or not work. 

Because queue management is one of the fundamental techniques in differentiating traffic and supporting 
QoS functionality, choosing the correct implementation can contribute to your network operating optimally. 

2. Mean Value Evaluation 

Included in the Quality of Service Internetwork architecture is a discipline sometimes called queue management. 
Queuing is a technique used in internetwork devices such as routers or switches during periods of congestion. 
Packets are held in the queues for subsequent processing. After being processed by the router, the packets are 
then sent to their destination based on priority. 

In the queuing network, the traditional approach to find the solution is using characteristics of a continuous 
time markov chain to formulate a system of balance equation for the joint probability distribution of the system 
state. The solution of the balance equations, for certain classes of networks such as Jackson networks and Gor-
don-Newell networks is in the form of a product of simple terms, see [6]. In general, the joint probability is not 
so simple and sometime it is inefficient to pursue. If we only interested in the average performance measure 
such as average waiting time, average response time or network throughput, we do not need the steady-state 
probabilities of the queue length distributions. In this stage, we will use an approach so called mean value analy-
sis. The algorithm for this approach works directly to the desired statistics and has been developed and applied 
to the analysis of queuing networks, for example see [7]. The mean value analysis is based on the probability 
distribution of a job at the moment it switches from one queue at a server to another and the steady state proba-
bility distribution of jobs with one job less. This relation is known as arrival theorem for closed queuing net-
works. In a closed queuing network, the bottleneck is the queue with the highest service demand per passage. 

Using the arrival theorem, if a job move from queue i to queue j in a closed queuing networks with K jobs in 
it, will find on average ( )1iE N K −    jobs. With this result and assuming that a job is served in a first come 
first served basis, a relation between the average performance measure in this network with K jobs and 1K −  
job can be performed recursively. 

3. Proposed Mechanism 

Mean value analysis depends on the mean queue size and mean waiting time. This equation applied to each 
routing chain and separately to each service center will furnish the set of equations which will easily solved nu-
merically. The proposed algorithm is simple and avoid overflow, underflow actions which may arise with tradi-
tional algorithms. All mean values in the algorithm are calculated in a parallel manner. Thus memory require-
ment is higher than the previous ones, but new mechanism is relatively faster in multi-server scenarios. 
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We have considered the closed multi-chain queuing system which has the product form solution. Suppose C is a 
routing chain and S is a service center. Each chain contains a fixed number of customers who processed through 
subset of services using Markov chain technique, while service providers adopt one of the following mechanisms. 

1) FIFO: customers are serviced in order of arrival, and multi-servers can be used. 
2) Priority Queuing: customers are serviced according to the traffic categorization. 
3) WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing): gives low-volume traffic flows preferential treatment and allows high-

er-volume traffic flows to obtain equity in the remaining amount of queuing capacity. WFQ tries to sort and in-
terleave traffic by flow and then queues the traffic according to the volume of traffic in the flow. 

4) PS: Customers are served in parallel by a single server. 
5) LCFSPR: customers are served in reverse order of arrival by a single server, (Last come first served 

preemptive resume). 
Now we assume that all the servers have constant service rate using multiple FCFS service centers starting 

with the following consequences, which relates mean waiting time ( )W K  to the mean queue size of the sys-
tem ( )W K Er−  with one customer less in the chain r making the following equation, 

( ){ }, , 1r l r l l rT n K Eσ= + −                               (1) 

,r lT  is the equilibrium mean waiting time of chain r  at service center l  ,r lσ  is the mean value of the ser-
vice demand, ln  represent equilibrium mean queue size, K  is size of chain r , and rE  is the R-dimensional 
unit vector. From the definition it is clear that 

, ,r l r lT σ=                                     (2) 

rK  is the average number of customers in chain between successive visits, then the mean number of visits 
( )θ  and its waiting time per visit with service center visited by chain ( )S r  is described as 

( )( ) , ,

1
r r

r l r ll S r

k
T

α
θ

∈

 
 =
  ∑

                              (3) 

where rα  is the throughput of chain r , considering service center ( )l r  i.e. ( ),r r l rα α=  then for multiple 
service stations each one yields the following relation, 

, , , , ,r l r l r l r r l r lN T Tα α θ= =                                (4) 

The above equations applicable for recursive analysis of mean queuing size, meat waiting time and system 
throughput. The initial point can be set as, ( ), 0 0r lN =  For all 1, ,r R=   and 1, ,l L=  . 

To make the substitution in an algorithmic form, we have , , ,r l r l r lT Tθ′ =  and 1 .l lN N′ = +  

3.1. Mathematical Model 
Our model is defined on a one-dimensional closed system consisting of M cells i.e. Figure 1. A closed queuing 
network model is justified for steady state conditions. In steady state, for a single-entry and single-exit lane, the 
traffic flow into the system will be equal to the traffic flow out of the system. We approximate this as a closed 
system where the number of vehicles remains the same. Each cell can either be empty or occupied by one ve-
hicle. To start with, we assume vehicles of identical size. Since the system is closed, the number of vehicles re-
mains constant, say equal to N . Thus the system density can be defined as N M ρ= . Hereon, this model will 
be referred to as the Path Cell Network model. A vehicle moves from the first to the second and so on to the 

thM  cell and then back to the first cell. It is apparent that the system has attributes of a queuing system with 
FIFO discipline. In the past, the general modeling of traffic using Queuing Theory has been macroscopic, but 
here instead of treating the whole closed link as a single queue, we consider it as a network of queues. The Path 
Cell Network model at first appears to be a cumbersome one as each cell has limited space and, therefore, each 
queue in the network limited buffer space. But, our task can be made much easier by our definition of the serv-
ers. The exact working of the model is as follows: 

Being a single lane model each vehicle moves to the next cell if empty or waits, and then moves when the ve-
hicle ahead vacates the cell. Thus there can only be two configurations for a particular vehicle: either the cell  
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Figure 1. Queuing model. 

 
ahead is empty or occupied. We say a vehicle is in service when the cell ahead is empty and “waiting” if it is 
occupied. 

( )if cell occupied
     wait
else
     In_service

= 






 

In effect, each empty cell acts as a server, and at any point in time there are always M N−  servers in the 
system that keeps changing their positions. These dynamic cells act as servers to M N−  queues in the system 
that together form a closed network. The number of waiting units in each queue can be counted as the total 
number of vehicles between the empty cell and the one empty behind it. Thus if there are two consecutive empty 
cells, both act as servers with one of them having zero queue size. Service in each queue is assumed to be expo-
nential, and for the basic Path Cell Network model, assuming identical vehicles, the service rate of each vehicle 
is also taken to be the same. As the service is exponential, from the Poisson-in-Poisson-out property inter-arrival 
times at each queue are also exponential. 

The model we claim can be mapped onto a cyclic Jackson network with M N−  cells and N customers. Thus, 
effectively, a path segment with very limited buffer space at each queue is mapped onto a well-known cyclic 
queuing network with buffer space of size N. 

The results of a cyclic Jackson network are well known. A state is indicated by 

1 2 3 ,   where  n ik k k k k N=∑  

and ik  indicates the number of units at each stage of the closed queuing network. The probability of being in a 
state 1 2 3 nk k k k  is written as ( )1 2 3 np k k k k  Transitions between states occur when a unit enters or leaves a 
stage. Service rate iµ  at each stage is allowed to be dependent upon the number of units i  in the stage. Then 

( ) ( )
1

32

1
1 2 3

2 2

,0,0,0
n

N k

n k kk
k

p k k k k p N µ
µ µ µ

−

=



                         (5) 

while, ( )1 2 3 1nk k k k =∑   
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In this case we have consider the service rate and probability at each node and stage is same and equal to the 
inverse of the number of ways of selecting N  out of 1N k+ −  places as customers and remaining 1k −  
places being the partitions, it is calculated as 

( )! 1
1

N k
p

k N
−

=
+ −

, 

here throughput jα  of the network can be calculated as 

( ) ( )( )1 10 1 0j p k p kα µ µ= > = − =                              (6) 

where ( )1 0p n p=  is simply the number of ways of selecting N  out of the last 2N k+ −  places as cus-
tomers, the first place being a partition 

1j
N

N k
α µ=

+ −
                                     (7) 

For the corresponding network number of queues k M N= − , throughput rβ  of the network is obtained by 
scaling jα  using the following relation 

( )
r jM M Nβ α= −                                    (8) 

After scaling, throughput becomes 

( )
( )1r

N M N
M M

β µ
−

=
−

                                    (9) 

For ,  1N M  , ( )1r p pβ µ= −  
The algorithm starts with an empty network (zero customers), then increases the number of customers by 1 

until it reaches the desired number of customers of chain r . 
The average waiting time in this closed queuing network and the average response time per visit are given by 

the following formulas: 

( ) ( ) ( )1i i iE w k E N k E s= −                                    (10) 

where, is  is the service time, and iw  is waiting time. To obtain the average response time per passage, the 
above equation can be obtained by each time visit ratio as 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1i i i iE P k E N k E s v= − +                                  (11) 

where, ip  is response time and iv  is each time visit. The expected number of jobs in queue I  is given by 
little’s formula [6] as. 

( ) ( ) ( )i iE N k k E p kβ=                                     (12) 

3.2. Case Studies 
Now we have to implement our model in single and multi-server scenarios to calculate throughput and mean 
waiting time. 

a) SINGLE SERVER CASE 
Initialize [ ]0 0lN ′ =  for all 1, 2,3, ,l L=   

( )1 1for 0, ,i K=  , ( )2 2for 0, ,i K=  , and ( )for 0, ,R Ri K=   

If at the service centers customers are delayed independently ( )D  of other customers, then we have the fol-
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lowing steps, 

( )
( )

( )

, ,

, ,

if ervice_Center

 1, 2, ,
else

r l r l r

r l r l l r

S D

T i
r R

T N i e

δ

== 


′ = ϒ  ∀ =

′ ′= ϒ − 

                          (13) 

Then we have a little’s equation for chains and service centers as, 

( )
,

,     1, ,r
r

r l
l S r

l r R
T

α

∈

= ∀ =
′∑

                                   (14) 

( )
( )

,1 ,   1, 2, ,l r r l
r R l

T I T l Lα
∈

′ ′= + ∀ =∑                             (15) 

The operations count for this algorithm is bounded by 2RL R−  additions and 2RL R+  multiplication/ 
divisions. This is the same as the convolution algorithm in its most efficient. However, Algorithm 1 completely 
avoids a genuine problem of the convolution algorithm, namely, that the floating point range of many computers 
may be easily exceeded. Scaling, as discussed in [8], may partially alleviate the problem. Yet the scaling algo-
rithm is complex and does not always work. The authors have seen several well-posed modeling problems in-
volving relatively large populations (e.g., >100) and type D service centers which were not solvable in the range 
of floating point numbers 1E ± 75, despite scaling. The storage requirement is of the order 1 2 RLK K K  as 
compared to 22 i RK K K  for the convolution algorithm. 

We now proceed to extend the computational procedure to handle FCFS service centers with multiple con-
stant unit rate servers. The mean value Equation (14) for such a center can be written as 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

,
0

1 1 ,
lM

l
r l l r l l r

ll

T T k e M i p i k e
M
π −

=

 
= + − + − − − 

 
∑                     (16) 

where ( )lπ  is the mean service demand, which is assumed to be independent of the chain. The calculation is 
complicated by the marginal queue size probabilities, which we have to carry along in the recursive scheme. 
This can be done by means of Lemma 1, which allows calculation of ( ),tp i K , 1, 2, , 1i M= −  from pre-
viously computed values. In order to keep the recursion going, we need an independent equation for ( )0,tp K , 
which is obtained from the following relations 

( ) ( )
0

,
lM

l l l l
l

M i P i k M τ
=

− = −∑                               (17) 

where 

,
1

R

l l r l
r

τ π α
=

= ∑                                     (18) 

From Equations (17) & (18) we can have the mean number of idle servers as l lM τ− , which is just like a lit-
tle’s equation implemented to the set of servers. 

b) MULTISERVER CASE 
Step 1: Parameters Initialization 

( )
( )
( )

0 1,

0,0 1,

,0 0,     1, 2,3, , .

l

l

l

N

P

P l l L

=

=

= ∀ = 

 

Step 2: Main Loop, same as in single server case. 
Step 3: Additional Corollary for Multi-servers. 
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( ) ( ) ( )
2

,
,

0
1 ,1

lM
r l

r l l r l l r
jl

p
T N i k M j p j k

M

−

=

 
′ = − + − − − 

 
∑                      (19) 

For 1, 2, ,r R=   and each FCFS multi server center ( )l S r∈ , while for other service centers use the equa-
tion of step 3 in single server case. 

Step 4: Little’s equation for chains having rα , same as in single server case. 
Step 5: Little’s equation for service centers having ( )lN i′ , same as in single server case. 
Step 6: Additional step for calculating marginal queue size under main loop for each multi FCFS service cen-

ter l  and 1,2, , 1lj M= − . 

( ) ( )
( )

,
1, 1,l r r l l r

r R l
P j i p p J i e

J
α

∈

= − −∑                              (20) 

( )
,l r r l

r R l
pτ α

∈

= ∑                                                (21) 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

1

10, 1 ,
lM

l l l l
Jl

P i M j p j i
M

τ
−

=

 
= − + − 

 
∑                         (22) 

The process evaluate per multi service center and per recursive step of the order ( )2 1M R+  additions and 
3 2MR M+  multiplications. We observe that it grows linearly with M. 

c) Queuing Theory Limitations 
The assumptions of classical queuing theory may be too restrictive to be able to model real-world situations 

exactly. The complexity of production lines with product-specific characteristics cannot be handled with those 
models. Therefore specialized tools have been developed to simulate, analyze, visualize and optimize time dy-
namic queuing line behavior. 

For example; the mathematical models often assume infinite numbers of customers, infinite queue capacity, 
or no bounds on inter-arrival or service times, when it is quite apparent that these bounds must exist in reality. 
Often, although the bounds do exist, they can be safely ignored because the differences between the real-world 
and theory is not statistically significant, as the probability that such boundary situations might occur is remote 
compared to the expected normal situation. Furthermore, several studies [9] [10] show the robustness of queuing 
models outside their assumptions. In other cases the theoretical solution may either prove intractable or insuffi-
ciently informative to be useful. 

Alternative means of analysis have thus been devised in order to provide some insight into problems that do 
not fall under the scope of queuing theory, although they are often scenario-specific because they generally con-
sist of computer simulations or analysis of experimental data. 

4. Simulation Results & Discussion 

The network bottleneck is the fast server. For 0.7β >  the fast server is also the network bottleneck, but when 
0.7β < , the network bottleneck is the slow server. 

The determination of network throughput for different values of β is calculated recursively. Every job arrives 
at server serve immediately (FCFS). Figure 2 shows the plot between β and network throughput and clearly 
shows the difference between two schemes with consistence behavior. 

Figure 3 describes value by value β  performance with rival scheme. Markov Chain scheme started very 
confidently achieving 35 Mbps at 0.1β =  but later at 0.5β =  our proposed scheme performance increases in 
terms of Mbps which remain consistent. So in multi-server case for every value of 0.5β ≥  the queuing sys-
tems performs well. After deep analysis on other resulted files created after simulation, we have seen that size of 
packet is also increases as throughput increase which also help in improving system overall performance. 

Figure 4 shows queuing system mean waiting time which increases as usual as the number of customer in 
chain increases. But still our proposed model is somehow better while comparing with other. 

This means waiting time also one of the main objectives of my future work. To define and construct a model 
in which mean waiting system decreases as the number of customers increases by implementing some grid  
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Figure 2. Throughput and consistency behavior between two schemes 
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Figure 3. Throughput and consistency behavior (Multi-Server Scenario). 
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Figure 4. Queuing mean waiting time. 

 
computing functionalities. Also developing a queuing network model for multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks 
keeping same objectives, used diffusion approximation to evaluate average delay and maximum achievable 
per-node throughput. Extend analysis to many to one case, taking deterministic routing into account. 
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Abstract 
For the purpose of target localization, Multiple Input Multiple Output-Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) radar has been proposed. OFDM technique has been adopted in 
order to a simultaneous transmission and reception of a set of multiple narrowband orthogonal 
signals at orthogonal frequencies. Although multi-carrier systems such as OFDM support high data 
rate applications, they do not only require linear amplification but also they complicate the power 
amplifiers design and increase power consumption. This is because of high peak-to-average power 
ratio (PAPR). In this work, a new proposition has been made based on the Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) to enhance the MIMO-OFDM radar systems’ performance. In order to check the proposed 
systems performance and its validity, a numerical analysis and a MATLAB simulation have been 
conducted. Nevertheless of the system characteristics and under same bandwidth occupancy and 
system’s specifications, the simulation results show that this work can reduce the PAPR values 
clearly and show capable results over the ones in the literature. 

 
Keywords 
Multiple Input Multiple Output, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, RADAR, Peak to 
Average Power Ratio, Pulse Width Modulation 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Many researchers have turned their attentions toward the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
scheme in order to provide high data rate applications under maintaining the spectral efficiency. Therefore, its 
clearly deployed in many broadband communication systems and protocols such as WiFi, WiMax, 4G and ad-
vanced LTE, Bluetooth-2. However, due to a high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR), linear amplifiers suf-
fer from low power efficiency under the utilization with multicarrier systems [1]-[5]. As a consequence, the cost 
of such devices; power amplifiers, mixers and analogue to digital convertor will be increased [1] [6]. OFDM 
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signals are easily generated and produced by applying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processing block and 
its Inverse (IFFT) [7]. This is due to its high speed processing in performing the needed operations, such as the 
transformation process, filtering and correlation [8]. On the other hand, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) 
concept has been found in the literature to enhance either the transmission capacity or the link robustness (inde-
pendent or dependent information streams are transmitted via parallel sub-channels simultaneously). In contrast, 
in MIMO radar there is no need to construct parallel subchannels which are fully dependent on a multipath en-
vironment. This is due to that all transmitted information is known at the receiver side. Thus, the channel matrix 
is used only for the purpose of sensing the environment, as an example to determine the number of the targets, 
their locations and velocities [9]-[12]. 

In order to enhance the MIMO radar, which is adopting the OFDM technique, a new work has been proposed 
in this paper based on hard decision-based PWM technique to tackle one of the main deficiencies found in 
OFDM; namely PAPR. 

This deficiency appears due to the addition process with different frequencies and phases of numerous waves, 
which leads to the need of high dynamic ranges transmitters. The predicted PAPR values in OFDM signal can 
be formed as [7]: 

( )( )
( )( )

2
0

2

0

max
PAPR

1 d

t T

T

t

t t
T

≤ ≤
=
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                                (1) 

Here, ( )t  is the transmitted OFDM symbol and could be found as ( )
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∑
   

which results from the modulation process of an N  symbols data block; kX  with kf , which are a set of or-
thogonal subcarriers for 0, , 1k N= − . The duration of OFDM symbol is denoted by T, which used to main-
tain the orthogonality for all values of t less than or equal to T. Moreover, to maintain the total transmitted power, 
the term ( )1 N  has been imposed. 

Such deficiency causes transmission amplification and other circuitry limitations. Therefore, to overcome this 
problem, average signal power must be kept low to allow the transmission process of the higher average power 
to be in a fixed level. Then an improvement of the reception process will be attained based on improving the 
signal to noise ratio. 

There are several propositions and techniques that either tackle the PAPR effects or address the linearity and 
power efficiency issues, such as filtering and clipping techniques; coding based techniques; artificial intelligence 
based techniques; and signal representation techniques as the envelope elimination and restoration techniques 
and the phase shifted sequence ones. This is in order to optimize a solution at the expense of several challenges, 
such as the degradation of the Bit Error Rate (BER); the decrement of the spectral efficiency due to the side in-
formation (SI) transmission; and the computational complexity [13]-[16]. 

This paper addresses the proposition of a new technique based on using the pulse width modulation (PWM) to 
overcome the PAPR problem effect. Consequently, the overall performance will be enhanced for the MIMO ra-
dar, which adopting the OFDM technique. As a result of considering the use of PWM, a basis of controlling the 
power electronics [17], an optimum solution will be provided to optimize the vital parameters of the existing 
work such as the speed, and the area. Moreover, the proposed work has been compared with either conventional 
OFDM systems in the literature or our previous published work in order to show the performance improvements 
before applying it to a MIMO-OFDM radar system. 

PWM signal is easily generated by comparing the reference signal with a carrier one. Mainly, the input signal 
is used to determine the width of the generated PWM signal. This is clearly shown in the following mathemati-
cal representation 

( ) ( ) ( )( )PWM sgnt r t c t= −                             (2) 

where the generated PWM signal depends on the sign function of the subtraction process between the compared 
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reference signal; ( )r t  and the carrier signal; ( )c t . 
As basic PWM signal generation, there are two methods that help in producing the variable pulses widths; di-

rect digital generation and uniformly sampled PWM. They can be distinguished by the focusing on the control-
ling criteria. In this paper, the second technique will be chosen, where a triangle clock signal is used to generate 
the uniformly sampled PWM signal. This is due to that it does not need high frequency clock signal. Moreover, 
the triangle clock signal is chosen over the other two types, Sawtooth or the inverted Sawtooth, due to that it has 
low number of dominant higher harmonics. The achieved benefit here concluded in reducing the needed system 
bandwidth [17] [18]. 

The rest of this work is introduced as follows: Section 2 describes the model of MIMO-OFDM radar signals 
based on PWM along with the analytical formulation in addition to the computational complexity. Section 3 
presents simulation results and hardware implementations; finally, the conclusion is represented in Section 4. 

2. MIMO-OFDM Radar Signal Model-Based PWM 
2.1. MIMO-OFDM Radar Systems Structure 
In [1], OFDM technique has the advantage of combating the frequency selective fading drawback for a narrow-
band system. This turns the researchers toward making use of such advantage to be imposed in MIMO radar 
systems. Therefore, the radar system performance will be improved by performing the target localization sepa-
rately. This will be attained by making use of the combination of different orthogonal and narrowband sub-signals. 
As a result, the frequency selective fading deficiency is overcome by the frequency diversity utilization. More-
over, the complexity of MIMO-OFDM radar transmitters will be maintained at low level, since the used sub-bad 
waveforms designed to have same characteristics as the narrowband MIMO radar ones. 

The baseband MIMO-OFDM transmitted matrix is defined in (1) by ( )t , where an N sets of orthonormal 
signals have been sent simultaneously. The digital-to-analogue convertor (DAC) has been used to efficiently 
generate each OFDM symbol from ( )t  after the IFFT stage. For practical implementation using the IFFT, 
( )t  should be oversampled [1] as shown below: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , , 1 ( )1 IFFT 0 1i j i j i j i j L kL k × −   = −   X X  0                    (3) 

Here, the IFFT of ( )t  matrix of the size of ( )i j×  will have an L samples and defining its l-th sampling 
by ( ),i j l , the element of i-th row and j-th column of the matrix X(k) is given by Xi,j(k), and 01×(L − k) for zero 
padding when L ≥ k. Accordingly, the produced i-th OFDM symbol will be processed and transmitted from the 
i-th antenna. 

The next step after generating the OFDM baseband waveforms is the imposing of a guard interval process at 
the beginning of each OFDM symbol. This is attained by attaching a copy of the later OFDM symbol part at the 
beginning; namely a cyclic prefix process, which is introduced in order to maintain the orthogonality between 
the used sub-bands by MIMO operation and will be accomplished by making use of windowing techniques. 
Moreover, the MIMO-OFDM radar will make use of it in order to compensate for the shifts in time. This is 
clearly shown under the case of multiple targets at different ranges, where it guarantees the existence of the 
needed phase delay information inside the used window. This is true under a predefined separation range, which 
is based on the antenna array dimension and the used lengths for the transmitted symbol period and the cyclic 
prefix length. Therefore, the final transmitted baseband matrix is given as 

( ) ( ) ( )p
p s p

s p

t T tt t T W t T T W
T T

 − 
= − + + −        

                        (4) 

Here, pT  is the length of the cyclic prefix, sT  is the ( )t  elements period and equals 1 kf , W is a win-
dow function that has a value of unity when [ ]0,1t∈ . 

Moreover, in order to maintain the orthogonality condition, the antenna elements displacement should satisfy 
curtain threshold. In this work, to detect and estimate a target within 180˚, the displacement; D should satisfy 

( )( )targetpD c T T≤ × −                                   (5) 

where, c  is the speed of light and targetT  is the target impulse response length. 
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The imposing process of the cyclic prefix is clearly described in Figure 1, where a simultaneous transmission 
of three OFDM symbols from three antennas is accomplished. 

In this work, and after the imposing of the guard interval; i.e. the cyclic prefix, a new processing block has 
been inserted to analyze the PAPR performance. This is to free the channel from the inter symbol interference 
(ISI) drawback. Moreover, this choice will reduce the hardware area under the consideration of hardware im-
plementation. 

2.2. Proposition of PWM 
Returning to the implementation of the baseband OFDM signal; i.e. ( )t

; in (1), and the possibility of pro-
ducing high PAPR values. The overall system performance will be enhanced if the PAPR effect is efficiently re-
duced. This work focusing on proposing PWM based work that will produce constant amplitude signals by 
making use of the consecutive samples slope. It’s considered as a novel technique that is attaining the maximum 
power amplifier efficiency issues, which will permit the ability of using nonlinear devices easily. Complemen-
tary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) curves give the statistical characteristics of the PAPR distribution 
in OFDM systems [19] [20]. CCDF curves show the probability of exceeding the PAPR a certain threshold for 
different signal to noise ratio values, i.e. the maximum power amplifier efficiency will be attained at the mini-
mum CCDF value. 

The proposed PWM work starts with reshaping the signal, ( )t
, in (1) as blocks, each with length equals to 

the IFFT points as follows 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
2π

1
0, ,

knj
N m N m
kn m k m N m

 
  −  

=

  
  =        
∑ X e                       (6) 

Here, m stands for the block index as defined in (7), and N(m) denotes the block length. 

( )
( ) ( )1

0 0

0, 0

, , 1i i

n N
m

N i n N iρ ρρ ρ−

= =

<= 
≤ < ≥ ∑ ∑

                          (7) 

The reshaped result from (6) has been used to be processed in the production of a constant amplitude signal 
based on the PWM technique. This is clearly depicted and shown in Figure 2. 

As shown in Figure 2, the conversion process is divided into the following stages: 
First stage: 

• In order to distinguish each symbol after the conversion process an extra zero sample has been added at the 
beginning of each OFDM symbol. 

• The sampling rate has been increased in order to enhance the accuracy of the conversion process; ( ),n m  
will have extra samples under the use of new sampling rate  ( )m . This is clearly shown in (8) where 
( ),n m  has been converted into a three vectors-matrix. 

 

 

Ts = 1/fk Tp 

Total signal length 

z 

θ 

D 
Antenna array; 

Total radiated signal; Ts cyclic prefix; Tp sinD cθ  
 

Figure 1. 3-MIMO-OFDM symbols transmission process. 
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where i stands for the sample value;  ( ) ( )1,i m N m∈ +   . 

Second Stage: 
In this stage, the oversampled version of the OFDM symbol will be processed in order to produce a constant 

envelope version. For simplicity, the slope between two consecutive samples has been chosen as a comparison 
criterion. This criterion is depicted as follows in (9). 

( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )

1, 1 , then 0

2, 1 , then slope

3, 1 , then slope

i i i

i i i i

i i i

 = − =
= < − = −


> − = +

  

   

  

                      (9) 

These two stages are clearly described in Figure 3. It’s divided into two main parts denoting the stages con-
sequently. 

As described earlier, Figure 3(a) depicts the process of the first stage and Figure 3(b) represents the proce-
dure of the second stage. In Figure 3(b), the pre-process is divided into two main parts; the one that is responsi-
ble for simplifying the distinguishing process by adding a pre-known sample(s) at the beginning of the conven-
tional symbol. In this work, the zero sample will do the expected results in either the transmission part or the re-
ception one. 

This is clearly found in Figure 4, where a zero sample has been attached at the beginning of the reshaped 
signal, i.e. ( ),n m . The second part deals with sampling rate of the modified ( ),n m ; here extra samples 
have been imposed between the two consecutive samples by enhancing the sampling rate to be  ( )m . Figure 
5, shows the enhancement sampling rate for the signal with 108 samples instead of 12 samples. 
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Figure 3. The proposed flowchart (a) First stage description; (b) Second stage description. 
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Figure 4. The process of adding the distinguishing zero sample. 
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Figure 5. The over-sampled OFDM symbol. 
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Figure 6 depicts the output results that are achieved from the second stage in the proposed work and shown 
in Figure 3(b), which is drawn from the proposed comparison formula in (9). In this figure, the idea of the pro-
posed work has been showed up; i.e. the OFDM symbol has been converted to a constant enveloped symbol 
based on the slope between the adjacent samples. 

The variation has been reduced and the peaks values have been diminished, consequently the PAPR values 
will be reduced. In addition, to simplify the proposed work, the hermitian structure of the OFDM systems could 
be exploited [21]. At this stage, the OFDM symbol is ready to be transferred to the next block; MIMO block to 
process the rectified symbol based on the Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) criterion. 
V-BLAS technology is used to attain the system capacity/throughput enhancement, which is expressed in terms 
of bits/symbol. 

The transmitter stages are shown in Figure 7. The transmitted signal through I antennas will be guaranteed to 
be with the minimum PAPR value, since the resultant unaffected MIMO-OFDM signal will be based on the con-
stant enveloped transformed signal using PWM. As a result, the novelty of this work rises from the way of deal-
ing with the OFDM symbol for such application. This is in addition to the way of how to reduce the CCDF 
curves values that are guaranteed to remains at their minimum levels. 

In the receiver side, the signal modelling will be determined based on the sent and received signals between/ 
among the transmitter and the object(s), which will help in determining the objects specifications. The issues of 
determining the objects directions and locations are considered out of scope of this work and will be discussed 
in another work. Thus, it is focusing on how to overcome the rise problem due to the use of the FFT and its in-
verse in modelling the OFDM system. 

After the transmission through a channel from different transmitting antennas, in the receiver side, the main task 
of the receiver is to recover the original OFDM signal from the modified one. Accordingly, the used recovering 
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Figure 6. Modified OFDM symbol based PWM. 
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procedure will be divided into two main stages; firstly, proposing an algorithm to recover the OFDM symbol 
from the constant enveloped received symbols, and secondly, a signal processing stage based on removing the 
extra imposed samples. This procedure is clearly shown and described in Figure 8. It contains two parts de-
picted the proposed processing stages; Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) according to stage 1 and stage 2 conse-
quently. 
 

Received Signal; 
R[i]

R[i]=0
The received 

sample equal to 
the previous one 

Yes

The received sample will be treated based a predefined novel formula 

No

i > (N?(m)+N(m))

Modify the i  
counter by adding 

one level more
Yes

No

End of the first 
stage

i  is the OFDM sample in each symbol

 

(N′(m) 

 
(a) 

 

Recovered OFDM 
symbol; R?[n,m]

Remove the attached zeros at the beginning 
of each symbol, where m is the number of 

OFDM symbol block index   

Under sampling process to omit the 
extra N?(m) samples between the 

adjacent OFDM samples 

End

 

R′[n,m] 

N′(m) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Reception stage flowchart (a) First stage procedure; (b) Second stage procedure. 
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The reproduction process of regenerating OFDM signal from the received is clearly depicted in Figure 8. It is 
divided into two main parts; the reconversion stage and the de-processing stage; shown in Figure 8(a) and Fig-
ure 8(b) respectively. 

The given procedure in Figure 8(a) starts with checking the received samples to clarify whether it is the be-
ginning of new symbol or not as shown in (10). Moreover, a novel formula has been proposed to reproduce the 
generation of the original OFDM symbols based on three different variables; the received sample, the difference 
in time between a consecutive samples and the previous sample. 

[ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]1existed
0 if 1

does not exist new symbol starts

the sample will be treated based on a novel formula,
O.W. which is depending on the received sample and the time

interval and the pre

R i R i
R i

R i

  = − ⇒ − ⇒  
 

=

vious received sample





 
 


 

            (10) 

Furthermore, in Figure 8(b) the conversion process has been completed by fulfilling the removal of the extra 
added samples. The novelty in this work has been shown in how to deal with the OFDM symbol; imposing hard 
decision criterion based on the PWM instead of sending the original OFDM signals. 

The next section describes the results from the proposed work simulation against the conventional techniques; 
they are based on both of CCDF and SER curves. These two criteria are used to validate the OFDM systems 
performance, where the lower the values the higher the system performance. 

3. Tested System Performance and Simulated Results 
The proposed MIMO-OFDM radar system that has been described in Figure 7 is used to localise a composite 
target based on a four-element array. The composite target has been placed far away from the array, which con-
tains three dielectric elements. They are differed in physical dimensions that are given in terms of the carrier 
frequency but have same dielectric permittivity. Moreover, the used array is assumed to contain isotropic ele-
ments with equal spacing. The scope of this work covers the system performance based on tackling the PAPR 
problem in the MIMO-OFDM radar. This leaves a room to enhance the performance from different point of 
views for future work. 

At this stage, the performed MATLAB simulation has the following specifications: 
• Carrier frequency of 3 GHz, 
• Extra 9 samples have been added between the consecutive samples; N′(m) = 9, 
• IFFT length of 1024 point, 
• Tp = 0.25 × Ts, 
• Carrier spacing = (1/32) GHz, 
• 64-QAM modulation technique, 
• Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) MIMO system will be used for the four-element 

array transmission. This is in order to boost the system performance in terms of bits/symbol. 
To imitate a real scenario, the shown proposed work in Figure 7 has been imposed twice; one for the real 

OFDM symbol part and the other one for the imaginary part. Moreover and in order to test the system’s per-
formance, the results have been divided into two parts; the complementary cumulative distribution function 
(CCDF) part and the sample error rate (SER) part. Figure 9 will depict the value of proposed work SER and 
how promising the achieved values are, while Figure 10 will clarify the enhancement in combating the effect of 
the PAPR from the CCDF point of view, which is considered as a performance metric independent of the trans-
mitter amplifier. It is defined by how often the PAPR is higher than a given threshold; PAPRo. It is expressed by: 

( ) { }o oCCDF PAPR Probability PAPR PAPR= >                        (11) 

As depicted in Figure 9, the proposed PWM enhances the recovery process of the original OFDM samples. 
This work is divided into two experiments; the first one based on using the previous sample in order to predict 
the received sample, while the other one is based on using the average of all samples within the window. The 
one that is based on the average gives a better SER under the optimization issue between the SER and the delay  
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Figure 9. The SER and the recovered OFDM samples. 
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Figure 10. The CCDF results based on 64QAM modulation technique. 
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Table 1. The Simulation results of the proposed technique based on PWM to the literature work. 

CCDF (2%) Additional reduction (%) 

Modulation technique PAPR without coding (dB) MIMO-OFDM radar based PWM (dB) Clipping SLM PTS 

64 QAM 20 11.5 72.1 44.5 11 

 
time. This modification enhances the SER from 9.3 × 10−4 to 8.7 × 10−4. 

Furthermore, the second part of the systems performance checking is shown in Figure 10 based on the CCDF 
curves. From the depicted results in Figure 10, the proposed work gives a noticeable improvement in the CCDF 
curves. Using the PWM as a processing technique to enhance the OFDM signal’s envelope reduces the CCDF 
(20 dB) from 19 × 10−3 to 2 × 10−4. Furthermore, a comparison has been made between our proposed work and 
the work that found in the literature. This comparison is shown in Table 1. 

The proposed system performance improvement has bean clearly shown in Table 1. It shows that our work 
has 2% of the PAPR that is exceeds 11.5 dB, where for the same probability percentage the conventional OFDM 
systems has a PAPR over 20 dB. Moreover and comparing to the literature, the proposed work has an extra re-
duction percentage between 11% and 72%. 

MIMO-OFDM radar work is different from the conventional ones in the literature, where this work has built 
the comparison stage making use of the slope between the two consecutive samples. Additionally, this work en-
hances the use of the PWM techniques, where the conventional PWM links the comparison performance to the 
inserted number of extra samples. In the MIMO-OFDM radar, the performance has been improved without over-
loading the systems with extra samples since the comparison stage has been linked to the slope between the sam-
ples. 

4. Conclusions 
This work takes high PAPR effect into consideration when proposing the OFDM technique to the conventional 
MIMO radar systems. High PAPR values could reduce the system performance especially when using nonlinear 
devices. A new work has been proposed to overcome this deficiency making use of the conventional PWM with 
some modifications. 

A MATLAB simulation has been conducted to validate the analytical model of the proposed work. It consists 
of two parts: one to check the sample error rate (SER) after the recovery process, while the other one to describe 
the probability of the PAPR to exceed a certain threshold. Moreover, a comparison with the literature has been 
made in order to confirm the expected performance modification. 

Under same environmental conditions and system specifications, a SER of 8.7 × 10−4 has been achieved 
compared with the transmission of conventional OFDM signals. This is in addition to enhancing the probability 
of the PAPR that exceeds 20 dB from 2.1 × 10−2 to 1.7 × 10−4. The work validity has been checked based on a 
comparison with the ones in the literature, such as PTS, SLM or Clipping techniques, the proposed work gives 
an additional PAPR reduction percentage between 11% and 72% over the achieved 11.5 dB value. As a conse-
quence, the transmission throughput will improve. 
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Abstract 
A dynamic Optical Transport Network (OTN) has the advantage of being able to adjust the connec-
tion capacity on demand in order to respond to variations on traffic patterns or to network fail-
ures. This feature has the potential to reduce operational costs and at the same time to optimize 
networks resources. Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) and Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) 
are two techniques that when properly combined can be used to provide improved dynamism in 
OTN networks. These techniques have been previously standardized in the context of Next Gener-
ation SDH/SONET networks. VCAT is used to tailor the capacity of network connections according 
to service requirements, while LCAS can adjust dynamically that capacity in a hitless manner. This 
paper presents an overview of the application of VCAT/LCAS techniques in the context of OTN. It 
explains in detail how these techniques can be employed to resize the connection capacity and 
analyses its use in network protection solutions. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the time de-
lays associated with different operations is provided and its application to some reference net-
works is undertaken. The obtained results provide an idea about the time delays of the capacity 
adjustment processes and define potential scenarios for implementing VCAT/LCAS techniques. 

 
Keywords 
OTN, VCAT, LCAS, Time Delay, Network Protection 

 
 

1. Introduction 
In order to support the constant growing of network traffic and the increasing heterogeneity of services/applica- 
tions the transport infrastructure of telecommunication networks is facing a series of new challenges. The traffic 
growth imposes the usage of very-high bit rates (i.e. 40 and 100 Gb/s) and the rising variety of flows requests 
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for more flexible, reliable and dynamic network designs. These networks must be capable, for example, to pro-
vide fast re-provisioning of services to accommodate traffic fluctuations and at the same time to respond as 
quickly as possible to network failures. The Optical Transport Network (OTN) technology is expected to be the 
right technology to handle these challenges [1] [2]. It has been standardized by ITU-T in Recommendation G. 
709 [3], operates at layer 1 of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) communications model and it is itself 
subdivided into two layers: an electrical layer also called digital wrapper and an optical layer also called Dense 
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) layer. The electrical layer is responsible for mapping client signals 
into entities called Optical Data Units (ODUs), as well as for multiplexing, switching and managing these enti-
ties, whereas the optical layer is responsible for generating, multiplexing, switching and managing optical chan-
nels. The ODUks (k = 0, 1, 2, 2e, 3, 4) are transport containers used to carry client signals between an end-to- 
end path and can be either of fixed or variable size. The containers of fixed size are standardized to support cer-
tain client signals. For example, ODU4 is intended to transport a 100 GbE signal. To obtain a container of varia-
ble size, there are two techniques available: Flexible Rate ODU (ODUflex) and Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) 
[4] [5]. 

In ODUflex, a certain number of Tributary Slots, each one with a granularity of approximately 1.25 Gb/s, are 
combined and the resulting structure is mapped into a fixed higher order ODUk to be transported as a single ent-
ity. On the other hand, VCAT is an inverse multiplexing technique, by which each payload container of a given 
traffic flow is segmented into smaller containers, which are logically combined to form a Virtual Concatenation 
Group (VCG) and transported independently of each other over the same route (single-path routing) or over dif-
ferent routes (multipath-routing) [6]. 

In order to adjust in a flexible mode, the capacity allocated to connections, the network must be capable of 
dynamically changing the size of the containers in a hitless manner, i.e. without affecting the service. The resiz-
ing of ODUflex containers can be accomplished using the protocol Hitless Adjustment of ODUflex (HAO), 
while the members of a VCG can be added or removed through the Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS). 
Both techniques have their own advantages and drawbacks. ODUflex is easier to implement and manage than 
VCAT and, as each signal is transported as a single entity, it does not require differential delay compensation, as 
it is required with the second technique. However, resizing operations are more complex for ODUflex paths than 
for VCAT ones, since they require the participation of all nodes in the path, contrary to VCAT, where only the 
ingress and egress nodes take action in the operation. Furthermore, when multipath routing is provided, the 
scheme based on Virtual Concatenation permits to implement traffic engineering techniques, such as load ba-
lancing, guaranteeing the use of network resources more efficiently [7]. In addition, LCAS can be employed for 
resilience purposes [8]-[11]: it can automatically remove disrupted VCG members in the presence of link fail-
ures, assuring that an unprotected ODU connection still continues operating despite working at a lower capacity; 
it can also be employed to activate backup VCG members used in protected connections whenever necessary. 
The first scheme is particular useful in data communications with unprotected connections where it is preferable 
to have a connection working at lower bit rate with “degraded service”, rather than no connection at all. The 
second scheme rely on the existence of backup VCG members, which are set up in advance using paths which 
are link disjoint from the working ones, to protect the working members. 

In traffic engineering applications, the reconfiguration time of a VCG is not a crucial issue as far as the opera-
tion does not take place in real time. However, in protection applications, it is important to be able to calculate 
the time required for adding or removing VCG members from a connection in order to compute the fault recov-
ery time, i.e. the time elapsed between the instant a failure is detected and the instant the traffic is recovered. 

This paper focus on the problem of VCG reconfiguration in OTN networks by using LCAS and details how 
the reconfiguration time can be calculated considering some typical reference networks. Although the impact of 
LCAS on the dynamic bandwidth adjustment in the context of Next Generation (NG)-SDH/SONET networks 
has been previously analyzed [12], no similar analyses have been published on OTN networks to the best of our 
knowledge. Furthermore, we address the problem of evaluating the fault recovery time in the cases where the 
VCAT/LCAS is also applied for resilience purposes. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the operating principles of VCAT and LCAS 
technologies. Section 3 explains how the time required by LCAS to add or remove VCG members, as well as the 
fault recovery time, can be calculated. Section 4 adds some illustrative examples considering well-known refer-
ence networks and Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2. VCAT and LCAS Overview 
The OTN is designed to accommodate different client signals both at wavelength and sub-wavelength granular-
ity [13]. The sub-wavelength operation is based on an electrical layered structure comprising the Optical Chan-
nel Payload Unit (OPU), Optical Channel Data Unit (ODU) and Optical Transport Data Unit (OTU). The OTU 
layer is the electrical content of the Optical Channel (OCh), which itself is the basic unit to be used when wave-
length granularity is required. The VCAT in the OTN is realized by logically aggregating X OPUk (k = 1, 2, 3) 
signals. Note that Virtual Concatenation for OPUk with k = 0, 2e, 4, flex is not supported by the standard. The 
aggregated signal corresponds to the VCG and is denoted as OPUk-Xv, where X is in the range from 1 to 256 
and the lowercase v denotes Virtual Concatenation. The structure of the OPUk-Xv frame is depicted in Figure 1 
using a bi-dimensional representation. 

It consists of a matrix of octets with 4 rows and X×3810 columns, where columns 14X+1 to 16X correspond 
to the OPUk overhead area and columns 16X+1 to 3824X to the payload area (OPUk-Xv column numbers are 
derived from the OPUk columns in the ODUk frame). The columns 14X+1 to 15X include the Virtual Concate-
nation Overhead (VCOH) formed by the three octets VCOH1/2/3, which are used to carry the control informa-
tion responsible for the VCAT process. It can also be referred that columns 1 to 14X, which are omitted in Figure 
1, correspond to the ODUk and OTUk overhead and, as a consequence, are only included in the OTN frame 
structure. The capacities of the different VCGs in an OTN network are shown in Table 1 [6]. 

The presented results reveal that VCAT applied in OTN networks can achieve quite impressive capacities, 
much far beyond the ones that ODUflex can offer, since those are limited by the ODUs capabilities. Note, for 
example, that it will be possible to transport in the future a flow of about 10 Tb/s using an OPU3-Xv, while 
without VCAT the use of an OPU3 only allows the transport of about 40 Gb/s. 

The implementation of VCAT requires the usage of control signals which reside mainly on the OPU overhead. 
Two control signals are defined: the Multi-Frame Indicator (MFI) and the Sequence Number (SQ). The MFI is 
used to numerate each successive payload container frames of the traffic flow, in such a way that all OPUks of 
the same VCG have the same MFI. On the other hand, each OPUk member of a VCG has its own and unique 
SQ, which is in the range from 0 to (X−1). The sequence numbers are used by the destination node to recon-
struct the original payload containers sequence having, in a certain way, a similar role to the sequence numbers 
used in the Real Time Protocol [14]. 
 

 
Figure 1. OPUk-Xv frame structure (adapted from [3]). 
 
Table 1. Capacities for different VCGs with VCAT. 

VCG type X range Capacity (Gb/s) 

OPU1-Xv 1 to 256 ~2.488 to ~637.010 

OPU2-Xv 1 to 256 ~9.995 to ~2558.710 

OPU3-Xv 1 to 256 ~40.151 to ~10278.533 
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As the VCAT employs a two-stage multi-frame, there is one MFI per stage. The MFI of the first stage uses 
the Multiframe Alignment Signal (MFAS) of the OTN frame alignment overhead area as an 8-bit indicator, and 
cycles from 0 to 255. As the MFAS is incremented by 1 every OPUk frame, the first stage multiframe (MFAS 
multiframe) has 256 OPUk frames. 

The MFI of the second stage includes the MFI1 and MFI2 bytes to form a 16-bit indicator, which cycles from 
0 to 65,535 since it is incremented at the start of each MFAS multiframe (MFAS = 0), thus it can take 65,536 
different values. The bytes MFI1 and MFI2 are located in the first and second octet, respectively, of the Virtual 
Concatenation Overhead (VCOH1), while the bytes SQ are placed in the fifth octet, as shown in Figure 2. 

The LCAS permits to change dynamically the size of a VCG by adding or removing members in a hitless 
manner with the operation being controlled by a network management plane, or by a control plane like GMPLS 
[15], or even by a network operating system using the OpenFlow protocol [16]. LCAS is implemented using a 
number of control signals, which also reside in the VCOH1 octet of the OPU overhead, with exception of the 
Member Status (MST) field which resides in the VCOH2 octet. From the source node to destination node, be-
sides the MFI and SQ, LCAS also uses the Control (CTRL) word and the Group Identification (GID) bit. In the 
opposite direction, i.e. from the destination node to the source node, LCAS uses the MST field and the Re-Se- 
quence Acknowledge (RS-Ack) bit. The CTRL field has the following states: 
• FIXED: the number of members of the concatenated group cannot be changed (VCAT without LCAS); 
• ADD: this member is going to be added to the concatenation group; 
• NORM: this member is active and is used to transport data; 
• EOS (End-Of-Sequence): this member is the last of the concatenation group; 
• IDLE: this member is not part of the concatenation group or is in the process of being removed; 
• DNU (Do-Not-Use): this member has a failed path to the destination node and must not be used. The backup 

members used to protect working members, while not active must be in this state. 
The MST field is used to report the status of all the VCG members from the destination node back to the 

source node, using for that purpose a multi-frame defined by the last five bits of the MFAS signal (MST mul-
ti-frame), which are used to form a 5-bit indicator, which cycles from 0 to 31. The status of each member has 
two states: 
• OK: This member is part of the concatenation group and has been correctly received at the destination; 
• FAIL: This member is not part of the concatenation group, or has been received with failures. 

In addition, GID identifies the VCG with all members of the same group having the same GID value, while 
RS-Ack is used by the destination to inform the source that it is aware of a change in SQ sequence of the VCG 
members. 
 

 
Figure 2. OPUk-Xv virtual concatenation overhead (adapted from [3]). 
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3. Time Delay of LCAS Operations 
3.1. Components of the Time Delay 
The time delay introduced by LCAS operations includes the multiframes propagation delay, the node processing 
delay and the LCAS message processing time. The first two terms are determined by the network physical to-
pology. Assuming that a given path between a source and a destination node has a length l  and passes through 
n  intermediate nodes, the contribution of these terms is described by: 

d f nt l nτ τ= × + × ,                                   (1) 

where fτ  is the propagation delay per km and nτ  is the latency per node. For a typical optical fiber  
5 μs/kmfτ =  and the maximum latency per node is 25 μsnτ =  [9]. The LCAS message processing time de-

pends on the operations being performed. In the following lines two cases will be analyzed: 1) The addiction of 
a new member to a VCG, leading to an increase of the connection capacity; 2) The removal of an existent 
member from a VCG, leading to a decrease of the connection capacity. In both cases the processing time of 
LCAS depends on the time required to generate an MFAS multiframe ( )MFASt , the time to generate an MST 
multiframe ( )MSTt  and the number of multiframes exchanged to complete the adjustment. The presented results 
include, besides the LCAS message processing time, its propagation delay. The node processing delays are 
omitted for simplicity since they are negligible regarding the overall operation delays. 

In OTN networks the duration of MFAS and MST multiframes is given by the duration of a single OPUk 
frame ( )OPUkt  multiplied by the number of frames corresponding to the structure, which is 256 and 32, respec-
tively. The duration of these multiframes is shown in Table 2. The MST multiframe requires 32 frames to 
transmit the state of all the members of the VCG OPUk-256v, because this information is transmitted in the byte 
VCOH2 of the OPUk overhead and, as a result, a single frame can only transmit the state of 8 VCG members. 

3.2. Connection Capacity Increase 
The process of increasing the capacity of a connection by adding new members to a given VCG (OPUk-Xv in 
OTN) is assumed to be initiated by the Network Management System (NMS). As shown in Figure 3, in an ini-
tial state the new member to be added has its CTRL command set to IDLE, since it is not yet a member of the 
VCG, its SQ number set to the maximum value supported and its MST value set to FAIL. In order to increase 
the connection capacity the NMS sends a request to the source node for the addition of a new member to the 
VCG. As a result the following operations take place: 

1) The source node generates and transmits an MFAS multiframe, where the CTRL word of the member to be 
added to the VCG is changed from IDLE to ADD, as an indication to the destination node that the correspondent 
member is going to be added, together with the new assigned SQ (higher than the previous maximum used SQ).  
This corresponds to the time to generate and transmit an MFAS multiframe plus the time of its propagation to 
the destination node ( )MFAS2 .dt t+  

2) After the destination node having received the CTRL = ADD it sends back an MST multiframe with the 
status of the new member changed to OK. Thus the delay of this action is the time needed to transmit an MST 
multiframe plus the time of its propagation to the source node ( )MST dt t+ . 

3) Once the source receives this acknowledgment it generates and transmits a new MFAS multiframe with the 
new member added. The new member has now its CTRL set to EOS and its SQ assigned, so the decoder can 
know the correct order of the members when they arrive to destination node. This action takes the time to gener-
ate and transmit an MFAS multiframe plus the time of its propagation to the destination node ( )MFAS2 dt t+ . In 
this analysis it is considered that if a new CTRL code is to be inserted while a given MFAS multiframe is being 
transmitted, the new control code can only be inserted after finishing the multiframe transmission, whence it is 
used ( )MFAS2t  in the calculations [12]. 

 
Table 2. MFAS and MST multiframe duration. 

 OPU1 OPU2 OPU3 

OPUkt  48.971 µs 12.191 µs 3.035 µs 

MFASt  12.537 ms 3.121 ms 0.777 ms 

MSTt  1.567 ms 390.112 µs 97.120 µs 
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Figure 3. Time diagram for LCAS capacity increase process. 

 
4) When the destination node receives the new member sequence, with the new member added, it sends back 

the RS-Ack bit changed, in an MFAS multiframe, as an indication that now it has knowledge of the new se-
quence. The time needed for this operation is the time of transmitting the MFAS multiframe plus the time of its 
propagation to the source node ( )MFAS dt t+ . The addiction of the new member to the OPUk-Xv is then con-
cluded. 

Hence, the overall time delay corresponding to the capacity increase operation is given by: 

add MFAS MST5 4 dD t t t= + + .                               (2) 

Neglecting the propagation and the node delay the total delay time to add a new member to a VCG is then 
64.252 ms for OPU1, 15.995 ms for OPU2 and 3.982 ms for OPU3. 

3.3. Connection Capacity Decrease 
In an initial state the member to be removed from the OPUk-Xv has its CTRL set to NORM or EOS (if it is the 
member of the VCG with highest SQ), its SQ set to “i”, and its MST set to OK. In order to decrease the connec-
tion capacity the NMS sends a request to the source node for the removal of that member from the VCG. As a 
result the following operations (see Figure 4) take place: 

1) The source node generates and transmits an MFAS multiframe with the CTRL word of the member to be 
removed changed from NORM or EOS to IDLE. Besides, if the member to be removed is the last member of the 
VCG, the CTRL word of the previous member is changed from NORM to EOS and its SQ is kept unchanged. If 
the member to be removed is not the last member of the VCG, the SQ numbers of all following active members 
are decremented by one and their CTRL words are kept unchanged. This corresponds to the time of generating 
and transmitting an MFAS multiframe plus the time it takes to reach the destination node ( )MFAS2 dt t+ . 

2) After receiving CTRL = IDLE the destination sends an MST multiframe with the status of the member to  
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Figure 4. Time diagram for LCAS capacity decrease process. 

 
be removed as FAIL, as an indication of its acknowledgment of the member removal, and the RS-Ack bit changed 
for that member, as an acknowledgment of the new sequence in the VCG. Thus the delay of this action is the 
time needed to transmit an MST multiframe plus the time of its propagation to the source node ( )MST dt t+ . The 
removal of the member from the VCG is then concluded. 

Thus, the overall capacity decrease operation delay is given by: 

rem MFAS MST2 2 dD t t t= + + .                               (3) 

As a consequence, the total time required to remove a VCG member, when the propagation and the node de-
lay are neglected, is 26.641 ms for the OPU1, 6.632 ms for the OPU2 and 1.651 ms for the OPU3. 

3.4. Fault Recovery Time 
In the presence of a network failure the first step of the recovery process consist in removing the failed member 
from the VCG. This process involves the following steps (see Figure 5): 

1) The destination node detects a failure in a working VCG member in time instant ( )f f dt t t≤ . 
2) The destination node removes the failed member from the payload reassembly process and reports the fail-

ure to the source by changing its status to MST = FAIL. The delay of this action is then the time needed to 
transmit an MST multiframe plus the time required to reach the source node ( )MST dt t+ . Note that for a certain 
period of time the re-assembled payload in the destination side will be harmed, since the traffic is still sent by 
the source in all the pre-fault members of the VCG. 

3) When the source node receives MST = FAIL, it notifies the NMS about the detected failure and generates 
and transmits a new MFAS multiframe with the CTRL word changed to DNU and at the same time stops putting 
data on the payload area of the failed member. Once the code CTRL = DNU arrives to the destination node, the 
removal process is complete, and the payload of the VCG is now error free. Thus the delay of this action is the 
time required to generate and transmit an MFAS multiframe plus its propagation time ( )MST2 dt t+  As a con-
sequence the maximum fault-recovery time can be described as: 

rec MFAS MST2 4 dD t t t≤ + + .                              (4) 

Neglecting the contribution of the time required to detect the failure ( )dt≤ , one concludes that the recovery 
time given by (4) is exactly the same as the time required to the remove a VCG member (3). 

In protection schemes based on the “degraded service”, the fault recovery time is given by Equation (4). 
However, in protection schemes that rely on the existence of protection/backup resources the calculation is dif-
ferent. These schemes require the pre-provision of additional capacity by adding backup members to the VCG in 
addition to the working members, as a way to protect the last ones. The backup members do not carry any traffic  
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Figure 5. Time diagram for LCAS failed member removal. 

 
during normal operation and to guarantee that they are not used by the destination side in the reassembly process 
their CTRL status is set to be DNU. Therefore, the fault recovery time in this case, besides the time required for 
detecting and notifying the failure of a working member, also include the time to activate the backup capacity. 
The first time includes the steps 1) and 2) of the previously described recovery process, while activating the 
backup members involves the following actions (see Figure 6). 

3) After receiving the notification of a member failure the source node notifies the NMS about it and changes 
the CTRL field of the backup member from DNU to EOS or NORMAL, and the CTRL field of the failed mem-
ber from EOS or NORMAL to DNU. The SQ numbers are also rearranged. This new coding takes the time 
( )MFAS2 dt t+  to reach the destination side. 

4) The destination node detects CTRL = EOS (or NORMAL) for the backup member and consequently will 
start to transmit MST = OK. Remember that the failed member is already transmitting MST = FAIL. The time 
taken by this action is ( )MST dt t+ . Once the source receives MST = OK the traffic previously transmitted on the 
failed member is switched to the backup member and the recovery process ends. Assuming that the time re-
quired by the source to switch the traffic is negligible, the fault recovery time of the described protection scheme 
reduces to: 

pro MFAS MST2 2 4 dD t t t≤ + + .                              (5) 

when the propagation and node delay are not taken into account the fault recovery time is 28.208 ms for the 
OPU1, 7.022 ms for the OPU2 and 1.748 ms for OPU3. 

The ITU-T Recommendation G.841 [17] indicates that in NG-SDH/SONET networks based on ring protec-
tion, for a ring with a perimeter of less than 1,200 km, the switching completing time for a single failure must be 
less than 50 ms. For a distance of 1,200 km, the propagation time is 6 ms. In this case, neglecting the node la-
tency, we conclude that the worst case fault recovery time is 52.208 ms for the OPU1, 31.022 ms for the OPU2 
and 25.748 ms for OPU3, showing that for the OPU2 and OPU3 the values are well below the requisite of the 
typical value of 50 ms. 

4. Simulation Results 
The methodology presented in the previous section is used here to evaluate the time delays of the LCAS opera-
tions in different OTN networks. For sake of comparison, the time delays for NG-SDH/SONET networks are 
also evaluated using the results presented in [12]. To obtain the propagation delays the shortest-path between 
each source-destination node pair was computed using the Dijkstra algorithm. 
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In our analysis, we considered three network topologies: Figure 7(a) the 24-node North American backbone 
network (UBN), which has 42 bidirectional links and all links are shorter than 3,000 km, Figure 7(b) the 
19-node European Optical Network (EON) with 36 bidirectional links, and the longest link is about 2,000 km, 
and Figure 7(c) the Pan-European test network (COST 239), which comprises 11 nodes and 26 bidirectional 
links, and all links are shorter than 1,000 km (the number on each link represents the length in km). In our study 
it was computed the maximum and the mean delay related to LCAS operations in each network for both 
NG-SDH/SONET and OTN technologies. The maximum LCAS delays were computed using the shortest path 
between the two farthest network nodes, while the mean LCAS delays require the knowledge of the mean value 
of the shortest-paths computed between all network node pairs. 

The results obtained for the time delay introduced by LCAS are shown in Figure 8(a) for the UBN network, 
Figure 8(b) for the EON network and Figure 8(c) for COST 239network. It was considered the scenarios where 
connection capacity increases, connection capacity decreases, and a protection switching is performed between a 
failed working member and a backup member. For the NG-SDH/SONET networks both the Low Order VCAT 
 

 
Figure 6. Time diagram for LCAS traffic switching from failed member to backup member. 
 

 
       (a)                                        (b)                                       (c) 

Figure 7. Physical topology of (a) UBN; (b) EON and (c) COST 239 network. 
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Figure 8. LCAS delays in (a) UBN; (b) EON and (c) COST 239 network. 
 
(LO VCAT) for VC-11, VC-12 and VC-2 concatenated containers, and High Order VCAT (HO VCAT), for 
VC-3 and VC-4 concatenated containers [18] are considered. Table 3 emphasizes the maximum LCAS time de-
lays for capacity increase and protection switching, since they are the most critical ones. 

The most obvious result is the significant difference between time delays in NG-SDH/SONET networks for 
LO VCAT and HO VCAT signals, being the latter greatly smaller. This difference comes from the fact that the 
duration of LO VCAT and HO VCAT frames is 500 µs and 125 µs, respectively [18], which impacts the dura-
tion of the multiframes used in the LCAS analysis. 

In OTN networks this delay is even more reduced, since the frame durations are smaller than in NG-SDH/ 
SONET networks. Thus, this becomes immediately an advantage of OTN technology. 

In OTN networks the impact of the propagation delay of the messages exchanged between the source and 
destination nodes is more relevant than it is in NG-SDH/SONET networks, since the OPUk frames duration is 
significantly smaller than the VC-n frames duration. With k = 1 the delay of increasing or decreasing an OPU1- 
Xv connection capacity is similar to the delay of increasing or decreasing, respectively, the capacity of an HO 
VC-n-Xv1 connection. However, for higher values of k the delay of LCAS operations decrease substantially, 
since the multiframe duration also decreases. Regarding to the operation of switching traffic from a failed 
member to a previously provisioned backup one, the fact of using an OPU1-Xv instead of an HO VC-n-Xv leads 
to a delay reduction of approximately half. 

In all the analyzed scenarios the operation of increasing the link capacity takes more time than the inverse op-
eration, because the handshaking procedure between the source and the destination nodes requires more steps. 
Furthermore, the difference between the time delays corresponding to these two operations is larger in OTN 
networks. This is due to the fact that the duration of the MFAS multiframe impacts more the first operation than  
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1Notation of a VCAT VCG, where n identifies the virtually concatenated containers type. 
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Table 3. Maximum LCAS time delay for capacity increase and protection switching (ms). 

  Capacity Increase Delay (ms) Protection Switching Delay (ms) 

Technology Container UBN EON COST 239 UBN EON COST 239 

NG-SDH 
LO VCAT 352 317 236 432 397 316 

HO VCAT 218 183 102 276 241 160 

OTN 

OPU1 208 173 92 172 137 56 

OPU2 160 125 44 151 116 35 

OPU3 148 113 32 146 111 29 

 
the second one (see Equations (2) and (3)) and this duration is much larger than the duration of the MST multi-
frame, contrary to what happens in the NG-SDH/SONET networks, where the MST multiframe is longer than 
the multiframe used for the MFI control [18]. For the same reason, the operation of protection switching from 
one member to another is quite large in NG-SDH/SONET since the destination node transmits two MST multi-
frames to the source node. As for OTN, this operation’s delay is similar to the capacity increase delay, since the 
propagation time has a major impact in the overall operation delay and the number of multiframes exchanged in 
both cases is equal. Note, for example, that in COST 239 network we can accomplish with an OPU3-Xv a delay 
of 29 ms, while in a NG-SDH/SONET networks we get no less than 160 ms. 

The multiframe delays are constant for each LCAS operation and each VC-n-Xv or OPUk-Xv. Therefore, de-
lays suffered during the process of dynamically allocating or freeing bandwidth vary with the distance between 
network nodes. Hence, LCAS operation delays are network topology dependent. 

The UBN network, which presents longer path distances, naturally suffers bigger delays and, as a conse-
quence, the contribution of the propagation delay to the LCAS delay is stronger than, for example, in the COST 
239 network. The maximum distance between two nodes in the latter network is 1,386 km. This leads to a 
maximum propagation delay around 36 ms, for increasing the connection capacity. For the UBN network the 
maximum distance between network nodes goes up to 7,200 km leading to a maximum propagation delay of 
about 144 ms. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have explored the application of VCAT/LCAS techniques to provide dynamism in the context 
of OTN networks. A detailed explanation about the procedures used to resize the capacity of the connections is 
presented and the time-delays associated with the process are computed. A comparison with NG-SDH/SONET 
networks is also provided. It is shown that the resizing operations in OTN networks are faster than in NG-SDH/ 
SONET networks and the speed of the process increases when we move from OPU1-Xv connections to OPU3- 
Xv connections. For example, for the first type of connection the maximum time delay obtained in all the refer-
ence networks considered was about 200 ms, while for the second one the maximum delay is reduced to about 
150 ms. For the sake of comparison, the worst results for NG-SDH/SONET networks were about 220 ms and 
350 ms, for HO-VCAT and LO-VCAT, respectively. Our results have also highlighted the interest of applying 
the VCAT/LCAS techniques as a way to improve resilience: by adding a backup member to protect a working 
member in a VCG we showed that using OPU3-Xv connections it is possible to recover from a member failure 
in about 25 ms, in a scenario where the NG-SDH/SONET standards define a maximum value of 50 ms. 
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Abstract 
Network processors (NPs) are widely used for programmable and high-performance networks; 
however, the programs for NPs are less portable, the number of NP program developers is small, 
and the development cost is high. To solve these problems, this paper proposes an open, high-level, 
and portable programming language called “Phonepl”, which is independent from vendor-specific 
proprietary hardware and software but can be translated into an NP program with high perfor-
mance especially in the memory use. A common NP hardware feature is that a whole packet is 
stored in DRAM, but the header is cached in SRAM. Phonepl has a hardware-independent abstrac-
tion of this feature so that it allows programmers mostly unconscious of this hardware feature. To 
implement the abstraction, four representations of packet data type that cover all the packet op-
erations (including substring, concatenation, input, and output) are introduced. Phonepl have 
been implemented on Octeon NPs used in plug-ins for a network-virtualization environment called 
the VNode Infrastructure, and several packet-handling programs were evaluated. As for the eval-
uation result, the conversion throughput is close to the wire rate, i.e., 10 Gbps, and no packet loss 
(by cache miss) occurs when the packet size is 256 bytes or larger. 

 
Keywords 
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1. Introduction 
To enable programmability for networking and in-network processing, especially for new network-layer pro-
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gramming for clean-slate virtual-networks [1], network processors (NPs) have been used [2] and will be more 
widely used in the near future. NPs, which were developed for software-based high-performance networking 
solutions, make it possible to quickly develop arbitrary protocol and functions in the case of hardware-based so-
lutions as well. 

However, there are three problems that make using NPs for such functions difficult. The first problem is lack 
of portability. Because low-level languages that are similar to assembly languages must be used for developing 
NP programs, the programs are not portable. Although extended versions of C can usually be used for develop-
ing NP programs, essential libraries depend on vendor-specific proprietary hardware and software, and proprie-
tary rights on NP programs are protected by non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) preventing programs and doc-
uments concerning an NP being ported. The second problem is high development cost and that the availability 
of NP program developers is limited. NP program developments require special skills, and the knowledge they 
require is not widely available; thus, only a limited number of developers have the ability to develop NP pro-
grams. In addition, vendor-specific information is required in NP-program development. Consequently, the 
learning curve of NP-program development is very gentle, the development takes a very long time, and its cost 
is very high. The third problem is restriction on publishing developed programs, papers, and documents con-
cerning an NP. This is a serious problem for network researchers. 

The three above-described problems can be solved by successfully designing and implementing a high-level- 
language, which can translate programs into NP machine code or a vendor-dependent C program. Programs 
written in this language must be translated into NP-dependent object programs; however, to solve the problems, 
the language must be hardware- and vendor-independent. 

An important common NP feature concerning high-performance packet processing (to avoid packet drops 
caused by cache misses) is to use static random-access memory (SRAM) and dynamic random-access memory 
(DRAM) by different methods with explicit awareness by the programmer, making programming difficult and 
time-consuming. Although memory allocation is not the only issue that causes the above three problems, this is 
the most important and serious issue because NPs are optimized for wire-rate processing and memory abuse 
immediately prevents it and severely reduces the performance. In particular, whole packets are stored in DRAM, 
and only the headers, which must be modified, removed, or added, are cached in SRAM because if data stored in 
DRAM is accessed by a CPU core, access takes an excessively long time, and wire-rate processing is impossible. 
The rest of the packets are just forwarded to the next network node without modification in the NP. This is 
common because it is necessary for NPs to store packets in memory while processing them, but the size of 
SRAM is limited, so whole packets cannot be stored in short-access-time memory, i.e., SRAM. 

When programming a packet-processing program for NPs, programmers must use an assembly language or C 
with assembly-level features, and must be very careful to get high performance. When using general-purpose 
CPUs, programmers can use high-level language and do not have to distinguish SRAM (or cache) and DRAM 
because they are automatically selected when programs load and store data. However, NP programmers must 
usually know whether the packet to be processed is on SRAM or DRAM (or both) because this knowledge is 
critical for attaining stable (i.e., mishit-less) wire-rate processing. Two types of NP architectures are available. 
In one of them, such as Intel IXP, the SRAM and the DRAM are different classes of memory with different ad-
dresses. In the other type, such as Cavium Octeon®, the SRAM can be accessed as cache or registers, in a similar 
manner to general-purpose CPUs, but programmers must still be aware of the SRAM/DRAM distinction be-
cause the NP handles them in different ways. These cases are explained in more detail in Section 2. 

Although it is a promising approach to design a new open and portable high-level language and to implement 
a high-performance language processor, i.e., a compiler and run-time routines, it is still very hard to solve the 
above three problems because of the wide semantic gap between the language and the object program. 

However, this paper describes the successful first step toward this goal. Hardware features such as those de-
scribed above can be abstracted to common high-level language features that do not make programmers con-
scious of the low-level hardware features. To enable this type of abstraction, a high-level language called “Pho-
nepl” (portable high-level open network processing language) is proposed, and a method for compiling packet- 
handling programs in Phonepl into high-performance programs that can fully utilize hardware while distin-
guishing SRAM and DRAM is proposed. Here, “open” means that network processors can be programmed 
without NDAs. Especially, packet headers are automatically cached, the language processor is aware that the 
data being handled is stored in either SRAM or DRAM (or both) and manages data transmission between them, 
and programmers do not have to pay attention to this distinction, so the programming cost can be decreased. 
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Phonepl does not depend on vendor-specific NP hardware and software, and thus the programs in Phonepl can 
be portable among various NPs. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes Phonepl. 
Section 4 describes a method for implementing Phonepl for NPs, especially four representations of packet type 
and a method for handling them. Section 5 describes a prototype implementation of Phonepl for plug-ins for a 
network-virtualization environment called the VNode Infrastructure, and Section 6 evaluates it by using several 
applications. Section 7 concludes this paper. 

2. Related Work 
This section focuses on previous studies on NPs and languages for packet processing because, although there are 
many studies on memory-related optimizations concerning high-performance computing, such as Sequoia [3], 
they focus on array processing and the requirements for packet-stream processing are quite different from them. 

2.1. Selection of SRAM/DRAM in NPs 
The IXP series of NPs developed by Intel [4] does not have cache, and its SRAM and DRAM have different 
memory spaces. The developers at Intel reported that cache is not effective in the case of NPs, so this type of 
memory architecture is good for network processing. However, it is difficult to program IXP processors because 
programmers, who are not even aware of the difference between SRAM and DRAM, must use them with dif-
ferent methods. 

In contrast, the architectures of NPs developed later, for example, Cavium Octeon® [5] and Tilera® Tile Pro-
cessors [6], are more similar to those of general-purpose CPUs with cache. However, because a cache miss may 
disable wire-rate transmission of packets, there are several devices that can be applied to avoid cache miss. That 
is, data to be processed at wire rate must be stored in SRAM. However, because an NP cannot usually have suf-
ficient quantity of SRAM to store all the processing packets, it only stores descriptors and headers of packets in 
SRAM, and the rest or whole packets must be stored in DRAM. Various different types of packet-processing 
hardware and software behave in a similar way. In addition, to process packets at wire rate, NPs distribute pack-
ets to many cores for parallel processing, and they sort the resulting packets by hardware in input order and 
queue them for output or the next processing. 

2.2. Selection of SRAM/DRAM with a Packet-Processing Language 
In an NP program-development environment called Shangri-La [7], which was developed by Intel and several 
universities, a high-level language called Baker [4] was developed for IXP. By assuming that packet bodies are 
stored in DRAM and descriptors are stored in SRAM, Baker enabled programmers to handle packet data without 
having to consider whether they are on DRAM or SRAM. The data structure on SRAM, however, must be de-
signed by programmers, so it depends on NP architecture. In addition, programmers must describe data trans-
mission between DRAM and SRAM, so they must explicitly describe caching operations. 

Unlike Octeon or Tilera, Baker does not have a mechanism for supporting automatic distinguished use of 
SRAM and DRAM. It is therefore difficult to process packets at wire rate by using Baker. 

2.3. Packet-Stream and Data-Stream Languages 
Click [8] is software architecture for describing routers modularly. Two-level description is used in Click. The 
lower level, or component level, is described by C, and the higher level is described by a domain-specific lan-
guage, which connects modules in several ways. Click programs can be portable, but it is difficult to get high 
performance from portable Click programs. NP-Click [2] is a specialized implementation of Click for IXP NPs. 
Modules in NP-Click are written in IXP-specific C language; there-fore, the programs are not portable. 

Frenetic [9] is a language for controlling a collection of OpenFlow [10] switches. It is embedded in Python 
but is based on SQL. It is a declarative language and processes collections (streams) of packets instead of 
processing individual packets procedurally in the manner of Phonepl. Because Frenetic processes packet streams, 
it is very similar to CQL (Continuous Query Language) [11]. Unlike Phonepl, Frenetic can only be used to pro-
gram the control plane; it cannot handle the data plane. 

NetCore [12] is a rule-based language for controlling OpenFlow switches. Rules in NetCore are condition- 
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action rules; that is, rules that match incoming packets are activated. 

3. Packet-Processing Language 
A high-level language called Phonepl, which solves the three problems described in the introduction, is outlined. 

3.1. Basic Design of Phonepl 
Phonepl is designed for wire-rate (low-level) packet-processing of any format, such as a non-IP and/or non- 
Ethernet format, as well as designed to be as close as a conventional programming language, i.e., Java, because 
it should be easy to handle by Java and C++ programmers. 

The reason why a new language, which is open, portable, and easy to use, is designed is explained as follows. 
Although it is close to conventional languages, a new language is required because it is very hard to compile a 
general-purpose program to high-performance object program for NPs, which very optimized hardware-usage, 
especially memory usage, is required for. Phonepl may thus be considered as a very restricted and extended ver-
sion of Java. 

Two major design goals of Phonepl are as follows. First, Phonepl must be high-level; that is, it must be de-
signed for the programmer not to be aware of proprietary hardware and software. Second, Phonepl must be able 
to express high-performance packet-processing programs. Especially, processing at wire-rate, i.e., 10 Gbps or 
more, without packet drops is required. In an NP, input packets may be partially cached, that is, the header of the 
packet is stored in SRAM and the rest or whole packet is stored in DRAM, but a DRAM access may disable 
wire-rate processing and cache miss easily cause packet-drops. However, this goal must be achieved without 
abandoning the first goal, i.e., high-level programmability. 

To achieve these design goals, data structures, especially Packet and String, which are the most important data 
structures in Phonepl, must be carefully designed and the method for processing them must be developed. Espe-
cially, packets are designed to be immutable byte strings in Phonepl and they are distinguished from non-packet 
strings. 

There are five language features concerning this design. The first feature is that packets are byte strings be-
cause packets with arbitrary formats should be able to be handled in uniform methods. Packets have variable 
length, so they can be handled as byte strings (similar to character strings). A packet in Phonepl is not a encap-
sulated object. This decision makes low-level and cross-layer optimization of packets easier. The proto-
col-handling method written in Phonepl is thus completely different from that written in Java. 

The second feature is that packets are immutable. Packets are handled as immutable (non-rewritable) objects, 
which are similar to character strings in Java or other languages; that is, packet contents cannot be rewritten. 
This immutability enables memory areas, especially DRAM areas, to be shared by packets before and after an 
operation. 

The third feature is that types of packets, i.e., Packet, and non-packet strings, i.e., String, are different in Pho-
nepl. They are incompatible for two reasons. First, although they can be logically identical, they must be imple-
mented by using quite different methods and this distinction makes implementation more efficient and easier. 
Operations such as subpacket and substring described below utilize this difference. Second, programmers can 
easily distinguish them. Non-packet strings are used for temporary data, e.g., packet fragments, but packets are 
used for I/O data; that is, packets and packet fragments (non-packets) are different for programmers. 

Two assumptions are made in regard to implementation of these data types. The first assumption is that whole 
String objects are stored in cacheable memory, i.e., in SRAM, but can be stored in DRAM if needed. If they are 
in cache, purging the cache may have to be inhibited. The second assumption is that only the head of a packet is 
cached, and the tail is stored only in DRAM. However, a short packet may be wholly cached and may be stored 
only in SRAM. 

The fourth feature is that packet and non-packet byte-substring operations are different in Phonepl because the 
types of the operation results are different. A new packet can be generated by removing part of another packet 
using a subpacket operation, and a non-packet byte string can be generated by extracting part of a packet using a 
substring operation. These operations can have the same name i.e., a substring, but are distinguished. 

The fifth feature is that packet- and byte-concatenation operations are specialized. A byte string can be gener-
ated by concatenating two or more byte strings by a concat operation, and a packet can be generated by conca-
tenating one or more byte strings and a packet by a packet constructor called “new Packet”. Although a packet 
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can logically be generated by concatenating multiple packets, such concatenation seems to be practically less 
useful and difficult to implement, so no such operation is included (See Section 4.2.3 for more explanations). 

3.2. Program Example and Packet Operations 
To outline Phonepl and to explain several data structures and important packet operations, a program that per-
forms MAC-header addition/removal, which cannot be performed by conventional non-programmable network 
nodes, is shown in Figure 1. The program in this figure defines class AddRemMAC. It has two functions that 
handle two bidirectional packet streams, i.e., NetStream1 and NetStream2 (lines 001 - 002), which are bound to 
physical network interfaces outside this program. One function inputs packets from NetStream1, generates new 
packets with a new MAC header (i.e., adds a new MAC header at the front) for each packet, and outputs them to 
NetStream2. The other function inputs packets from NetStream2, removes the MAC header in front, and outputs 
it to NetStream1. The program is much simplified because it is sufficient to show the functionality and basic 
implementation of the language; that is, no validation test is performed before the header is added or removed. 
However, it is easy to add check code to this program. 

Packet flows are handled as “streams” in Phonepl. Method of stream handling is described using the con-
structor of class AddRemMAC here. The parameter declarations of AddRemMAC (lines 006 - 007) specify that 
input packets to parameter port1 pass to method process1 and input packets to parameter port2 pass to method 
process2. This type of parameter declaration is Phonepl specific; that is, Java grammar is modified for the sake 
of stream processing. The parameter values (packet streams) are assigned to instance variables out1 and out2 to 
make them available in the newly created object. Methods process1 and process2 receive one packet at a time. 
(One of these methods is executed once on only one core for each packet.) Because Phonepl handles input pack-
ets by these methods only, there is no specific method or statement for packet input. 

Examples of a substring operation (which is used for accessing packet components), a packet constructor 
(which is used for packet composition), and a packet-stream output using “put” method can be seen in method  
 

 

001 import NetStream1; 
002 import NetStream2; 
 
003 class AddRemMAC { 
004    NetStream out1; 
005    NetStream out2; 
 
006    public AddRemMAC(NetStream port1 > process1,  
007     NetStream port2 > process2 ){ 
008  out1 = port1; 
009  out2 = port2; 
010    } 
 
011    void process1(Packet i) { 
         //Port 1 to 2 (no VLAN -> no VLAN) 
012  Packet o = new Packet(i.substring(0,14),i); 
     // MAC header of original packet (i: Original packet) 
013  out2.put(o); 
014    } 
 
015    void process2(Packet i) { 
         // Port 2 to 1 (no VLAN -> no VLAN) 
016  Packet o = i.subpacket(14); 
    // remove MAC header (no VLAN) 
017  out1.put(o); 
018    } 
 
019    void main() { 
020  new AddRemMAC(new NetStream1(), 
021     new NetStream2()); 
022    } 
023 } 

 
Figure 1. Simple MAC-header addition/removal program. 
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process1 (line 011). This method handles a packet that comes from NetStream1, generates a byte string from the 
first 14 bytes of input packet i (it is assumed that the size of MAC header is 14 bytes) by i.substring(0,14), ge-
nerates a packet by concatenating this byte string and the original packet by new Packet(···,i), and outputs the 
resulting packet to NetStream2(out2). 

An example of subpacket operation, which generates packets from an existing packet, can be seen in me-
thod process2 (line 015). This method handles a packet that comes from NetStream2, generates a packet by 
removing the first 14 bytes of input packet i by i.subpacket(14), and outputs the resulting packet to Net-
Stream1 (out1). 

Finally, an example of stream initialization is seen in function main() (line 019). When class AddRemMAC is 
initialized, this function is executed. It logically runs only once, but each processor core may execute it once 
unless there are side-effects. It generates an instance (a singleton) of class AddRemMAC, which runs forever 
and processes packets repeatedly unless it is externally terminated. Two packet streams are generated and passed 
as arguments of AddRemMAC. They start to operate (input and/or output packets) when instances are generat-
ed. 

4. Implementation Method 
To implement semantics close to conventional programming languages such as Java, a special method of han-
dling data (object) is required for Phonepl. The key feature of Phonepl implementation is the four representa-
tions of packets and operations among them. 

4.1. Four Representations of Packets 
In Phonepl, multiple packet data-representations used in NPs are unified as a single data type called Packet. Four 
different representations shown in Figure 2(a) (explained below) are therefore used for Packet. These represen-
tations are required because of the following two reasons concerning high-performance packet-processing and 
NP hardware. First, in most packet-processing in network nodes, packet headers are added, removed, or up-
dated, but packet tails, i.e., payloads, are not touched unless very deep packet-inspection is required. So the 
packet headers must be stored in SRAM (or scratchpad memory) but the packet tails can be stored in DRAM 
as described in the introduction and in the previous section. It is usually not possible to cache whole packet. 
Second, NPs are designed to handle input and/or output packets by specialized hardware. The hardware is opti-
mized for the packet-processing requirements described above, but some hardware-specific restrictions apply in 
addition. 

An example of hardware-specific data representation that matches the abstract representation is shown here. 
In some NPs, there are input-specific and output-specific packet formats using a special descriptor format. Short 
packets may be fully stored in SRAM but packet heads may be stored in both SRAM and DRAM for longer 
packets. The four abstract representations are designed to generalize various concrete representations, such as 
shown in Figure 2(b), used in NPs. Although the descriptor format is specialized, it can be abstracted as shown 
in Figure 2(a). If vendor-specific C language is used, these representations are handled separately; however, 
Phonepl, handles them uniformly. Even for cases that the NP has a cache, it is probably useful to distinguish 
multiple representations because cache miss must be avoided. 

The four representations are explained in the following. 
• Cached: The whole packet data is stored in SRAM. It is not assumed that a copy of the data is stored in 

DRAM. 
• Mixed: The head of a packet (the number of bytes depends on implementation) is stored in SRAM, and 

whole packet data is stored in DRAM. 
• Gathered: A packet consists of multiple fragments. Each fragment is stored in a memory area (i.e., DRAM 

or SRAM). A gathered packet can be represented by an array or a linked list of fragments. 
• Uncached: The whole packet is stored in DRAM. It is not assumed that a copy of the data is stored in 

SRAM. 
Packets inputted to NPs are usually in cached or mixed representation; that is, short packets may be 

represented by cached representation but mixed representation is required for long packets. All four representa-
tions are used for expressing operation results and may be used for output. However, reasoning of mixed, ga-
thered, and uncached representations are explained more. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Four representations of packet type. (a) Abstract representations; 
(b) Examples of more detailed representations. 

 
Mixed representation is required because, in packet processing, only the packet head (containing headers) is 

usually modified, headers are added or deleted, and the packet tail is kept unchanged. Good performance can 
therefore be obtained by caching only the head to SRAM and storing the tail only in DRAM. Data accessed by 
cores must be stored in SRAM because if data stored in DRAM is accessed, it takes excessively long time, and 
wire-rate processing becomes impossible. 

Gathered representation is required when generating a packet from multiple pieces of data stored in DRAM or 
SRAM. In such a case, if all the pieces are copied to a contiguous area (of DRAM), copy from DRAM to 
DRAM is required and wire-rate processing becomes impossible. This representation is closely related to the 
immutability of packets, which enables sharing part of a string. 

Uncached representation is required when a packet is generated from a tail of another packet with gathered 
representation by an operation such as a header deletion. 
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Because the four representations may have to be distinguished at run time, a tag must be supplied. The tags 
should be in packet-data pointers. However, because packet data are handled by hardware in NPs, the data re-
presentation and handling methods in the case of a high-level language must be very carefully designed and im-
plemented. If the address space is sufficiently large, a part of the address can be used for a tag. This representa-
tion is close to widely used methods for dynamically-typed languages, such as Python or Lisp. 

4.2. Packet Operations and Four Representations 
Because there are four packet-data representations and each packet data has a tag, packet operations must be im-
plemented for all these representations, and sometimes run-time tag check is required. 

4.2.1. Run-Time Tag Check 
Because there are multiple representations in Packet type, they must be distinguished dynamically (by the 
run-time routines in the NP) or statically (by the Phonepl compiler). In terms of efficiency, it is better for the re-
presentation to be statically distinguished. However, it is impossible to distinguish every representation of a 
packet statically, so run-time tag-check is, at least sometimes, necessary. Especially, if a non-optimizing compi-
ler is used, tag check is always necessary at run time. Such a run-time check causes overhead, but it does not 
usually prevent wire-rate processing because the tags are in cached pointers and a tag can be added and removed 
with very small cost. 

4.2.2. Packet I/O 
Some NP hardware creates a descriptor when receiving a packet. The descriptor is in SRAM, and whole packet 
data may be stored in DRAM. The input packet format, thus, is close to mixed representation (or cached repre-
sentation in the case of a short packet); however, a tag must be added when run-time tag-check is required. The 
run-time routine should thus decide which representation is to be used and insert the tag value. This means that 
the language processor must fill the gap (i.e., convert) between data representations in the hardware and in Pho-
nepl. If the gap is wide, significant CPU time is required to fill it, and performance may decrease. An appropri-
ate representation design is therefore important. 

An output packet format must be prepared for some NPs when sending a packet. One of the four representa-
tions should be close to the output format; however, the tag must be removed before passing the data to the 
packet output hardware. For example, the output format may be close to gathered representation, but the tag 
value “gathered” must be cleared. The hardware concatenates the fragments pointed to by the gathered repre-
sentation and outputs the result. 

4.2.3. Subpacket 
Each representation requires different implementations of an operation to achieve a subpacket operation. In all 
the cases described below, the operations are executed using data stored in SRAM, and DRAM is not accessed. 

If the packet has a cached representation, a subpacket of the packet is in a cached format. The original packet 
can be stored in the allocated SRAM area. The resulting subpacket may share the original packet data or may be 
a copy of the original data. In this case, because both the original and copied data are stored in SRAM, this copy 
operation probably does not prevent wire-rate processing. 

If the packet has a mixed representation, a subpacket of the packet may be in a mixed or uncached format. 
That is, there are two cases. Firstly, if the resulting packet contains both head data stored in SRAM and tail data 
stored in DRAM, the result is mixed format. Secondly, if the resulting packet only contains tail data, the result is 
uncached format. In general, the resulting representation is not known at compile time because the range speci-
fied in subpacket operation might not be known at compile time. In both cases, a new descriptor is generated in 
SRAM by using the original descriptor, but no packet data stored in DRAM is accessed. 

If the packet has a gathered representation, a substring of the packet is usually in a gathered format. The orig-
inal and resulting packets may share the array of fragments (i.e., only a packet-type pointer is generated) or the 
resulting pointer may point to a new array copied from the original array. An array copy probably does not pre-
vent wire-rate processing because both arrays are stored in SRAM. 

If the packet has an uncached representation, a substring of the packet is in an uncached format. Both the 
original and resulting packet data are stored in DRAM and shared. The address and the length of the resulting 
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packet are stored in a packet-type pointer. No packet data stored in DRAM are accessed. 

4.2.4. Concatenation 
When a packet is generated by concatenating one or more byte strings (such as new headers and a packet con-
tent), a constructor, “new Packet()”, is used. In the current implementation method, this constructor generates a 
gathered-format packet. That means, the parameter values of the constructors are the elements of the array in the 
gathered format. However, a more optimized method, which uses other representations, may be developed. 

The last element of the constructor may be a packet of any representation. If this element has a mixed format, 
the DRAM part (which represents the whole packet) becomes an element of the array. If this element has a ga-
thered format, each input array element becomes an element of the array of the output gathered format. 

4.2.5. Generating Packet without Using Input Packet 
A packet can be created without using a pre-existing packet by using a packet constructor. The generated packet 
is in cached or gathered format. If the constructor has only one argument that contains a byte string, the resulting 
packet is in cached format, and if it has two or more arguments, the resulting packet is in gathered format. 

4.3. Several Miscellaneous Issues 
Two issues related to the proposed packet-handling method are explained in the following. The first issue is 
memory deallocation. Sharing part of packets and strings makes memory deallocation difficult. Garbage collec-
tion or reference counting can solve this problem completely, but the overhead is large. In the current imple-
mentation, strings that are (potentially) assigned to global (instance) variables are not deallocated. However, the 
current deallocation policy may cause memory leak. A more precise method should be devised in future work. 

The second issue is adaptation to hardware-based memory allocation. Some NPs allocate and deallocate 
packet memory automatically to avoid software-memory-management overhead. When a packet arrives, the 
SRAM and DRAM required for the packet is allocated. However, it is difficult for NP hardware to decide when 
the packet memory can be deallocated. A Phonepl compiler must therefore generate code for deallocate it. 

5. Prototyping 
The above-described implementation method has been applied to a programming environment called +Net, 
which contains a Phonepl processor called +Net Phonepl. +Net Phonepl is used for programming physical nodes 
with a network-virtualization function and NPs. 

5.1. Platform 
The prototype compiles a Phonepl program and runs it on a “virtualization node” (VNode) [1] [13]. A virtuali-
zation platform called VNode Infrastructure, which supports multiple slices (i.e., virtual networks) using a single 
network infrastructure, and a high-performance fully functional virtualization testbed were developed. The 
components of a VNode contain NPs. The prototype is a replacement of one or more NPs in this environment. 
The program has packet I/O streams as described in Section 3. 

A source program is compiled according to the following procedure. First, an intermediate language program 
(ILP) is generated by using a Phonepl syntax/token analyzer. The syntax analyzer was generated using “Yet 
Another Perl Parser” (YAPP) compiler, which has similar functions as those of YACC (Yet Another Compiler 
Compiler) or Bison parser-generators but is written in and generates Perl code. The ILP is translated by using a 
Phonepl translator into a specialized C program. A GNU C compiler for Octeon compiles this C program and 
generates object code for an Octeon board called WANic-56512 developed by General Electric Company. A 
run-time library is linked to the object program. The main components of this library are an initializer, packet 
processors, and a packet-output routine. 

5.2. Compiled Code of +Net-Phonepl Compiler 
To outline the object-code structure and the compilation (or program transformation), an example of compiled 
code is explained here. The C program generated by the Phonepl compiler from the MAC-header addition/removal 
program (in Figure 1) is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Compiled code of MAC-header insertion/deletion program. 

Tag insertion

// Translated Code for Octeon 58XX (WANic 56582) by Phonpl Translator

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "runtime.h"
#include "cvmx-helper.h"

// Packet handler vector:
void (*__packetHandler[17])(__Packetp p);

// Stream data type for packets:
typedef int NetStream;

// Method NetStream.put(uint64_t port, Packet outp)
extern int NetStream_put(uint64_t port, __Packetp outp);

// Omitted
// Instance variables of the singleton instance (Singleton assumed!)
typedef struct {

NetStream out1;
NetStream out2;

} AddRemMAC;

AddRemMAC __self;

AddRemMAC* AddRemMAC_new(NetStream port1, NetStream port2);

// Method AddRemMAC.process1
void AddRemMAC_process1(__Packetp i) {
__Packetp o = _Packet_concat2(_Packet_substring(i, 0, 14), i);
NetStream_put(__self.out2, o);
}

// Method AddRemMAC.process2
void AddRemMAC_process2(__Packetp i) {
__Packetp o = _Packet_subpacket(i, 14);
NetStream_put(__self.out1, o);
}

// Constructor AddRemMAC
AddRemMAC* AddRemMAC_new(NetStream port1, NetStream port2) {
int __i;
for (__i = 0; __i < 17; __i++) {

__packetHandler[__i] = 0;
}
__packetHandler[port2] = &AddRemMAC_process2;
__packetHandler[port1] = &AddRemMAC_process1;
__self.out1 = port1;
__self.out2 = port2;
return &__self;
}

// Main loop (Scheduler)
int __mainLoop(int no_ipd_wptr) {

cvmx_wqe_t *wqe = NULL;

// Omitted
wait_for_link_up();

// Omitted
AddRemMAC_new(0, 16);

for (;;) {
wqe = get_input_packet();
if (wqe != NULL) {

// Omitted
__Packetp __wqep;
__wqep.u64 = 0;
__wqep.s.pool = CVMX_FPA_WQE_POOL;
__wqep.s.size = wqe->len;
if (wqe->word2.s.bufs == 0) {

/* if no buffered data (no data in DRAM) */
__wqep.s.addr = cvmx_ptr_to_phys(wqe->packet_data);
// *** IPv4/v6 cases? ***
Set_packet_representation(__wqep, CSP_CACHED);

} else { /* if data both in DRAM and in cache */
__wqep.s.addr = cvmx_ptr_to_phys(wqe);
Set_packet_representation(__wqep, CSP_MIXED);

}

if (__packetHandler[wqe->ipprt]) {
(*__packetHandler[wqe->ipprt])(__wqep);

}

}
}
return 0;

}

(5) Derived f rom void main()
(scheduler)

(4) Derived f rom the constructor 
(Public AddRemMAC(…))

(3) Derived f rom void process2(…)

(2) Derived f rom void process1(…)

(1) Derived f rom instance variable
(out1, out2) declaration

Phonepl packet-pointer creation

Repeating the following process 
for each packet (in wqe)

AddRemMAC object creation

Processing a packet by calling 
AddRemMAC_process1 or 
AddRemMAC_process2

Generating a method table
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This program is explained instead of describing detailed compilation process because the process is too much 
complicated and the program structure can probably be used for other types of NPs. A compilation technique 
specialized for a singleton (i.e., single-instance class) is applied to this program. Cores in an Octeon processor 
execute this program in parallel; that is, each core processes a packet. The program consists of five parts: part 1 
derived from instance-variable declaration, parts 2 and 3 derived from methods process1 and process2, part 4 
derived from the constructor, and part 5 derived from the main program. 

In part 1, AddRemMAC type, which corresponds to instance of class AddRemMAC in Phonepl, is declared. 
Because a compiled object of class AddRemMAC has two objects of NetStream type, the corresponding struc-
ture components are declared. In parts 2 and 3, i.e., method definitions, the element names in the source program 
are replaced by the element names in the run-time library. The run-time routines may be expanded in-line; 
however, they are not expanded in this example program. In part 4, i.e., the constructor of class AddRemMAC, 
methods process1 and process2 are initialized. Assignment statements that correspond to the assignment state-
ments in the source program are included in this part. In part 5, i.e., the main program, the above constructor is 
called, and every time it receives a packet, one of the above two methods are called. Because NetStream type is 
an abstraction of a packet stream, the stream elements are handled one by one, and the scheduler for this process 
occupies the main part of part 5. When the function get_input_packet() is called, a packet is received, and the 
data representation of this packet is converted to that of +Net Phonepl by adding a tag, i.e., cached 
(CSP_CACHED) or mixed (CSP_MIXED). 

6. Evaluation 
Both the programmability, especially ease of language use, and the performance of the implementation should 
be evaluated; however, because Phonepl is being improved, performance is focused in this evaluation. Two 
Phonepl programs for network-layer packet handling were written. Prototypes with these object programs were 
used for extending VNode, and the traffic was measured. 

6.1. MAC-Header Addition/Deletion Program 
The first program performs MAC-header addition/removal. It is a modified version of the program shown in 
Figure 1, and similar programs are used for extending virtualization-node (VNode) functions by using the node 
plug-in architecture [14]-[16]. Instead of duplicating the MAC header, the Phonepl program inserts a constant 
MAC header that contains fixed source and destination MAC addresses and a TEB type value (i.e., transparent 
Ethernet bridge, x6558). 

As shown in Figure 4, the above program was used in an extended VNode, which is a gateway between slices 
and external networks and is called NACE or NC [17]. This network consists of the VNode and two personal 
computers, PC1 and PC2. PC1 simulates a terminal or a virtual node in a slice. PC2 is in an external physical 
network. The VNode connects the slice and the external network, and it must convert the packet format, i.e., 
convert from the internal to external protocols, and vice versa, but the base component of the VNode does not 
have this conversion function. The VNode is experimentally extended by the node plug-in architecture with the 

 

 
Figure 4. Extended VNode environment for experiments. 
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+Net environment, which consists of a PC with a Phonepl compiler, run-time routines, a GNU C compiler for 
Octeon, and WANic-56512 with twelve-core 750-MHz Octeon. By using conversion programs written in Pho-
nepl, the VNode can adapt to various types of external networks. 

Maximum performance of the test program was measured by using a network-measurement-tool suite called 
IXIA. Both operations, i.e., MAC-header addition and deletion, were measured, and compared with a pass- 
through program, which is also written in Phonepl. The measurement results are shown in Figure 5. In this ex-
periment, the input packet representation is mixed or cached, and the output packet representation is mixed or 
cached for header deletion and it is gathered for header addition. Uncached format is not used here because not 
whole cached data is removed by the header deletion. The maximum throughput (input rate) that can be passed 
with almost no packet drop is over 7.5 Gbps when the packet size is 256 bytes or larger. This throughput is close 
to the wire rate. The throughputs of two programs are mostly the same, indicating that the major overhead lies in 
the hardware or the initialization/finalization code, namely, not in the compiled code or the packet/string run- 
time routines. 

Table 1 compares the performance of the Phonepl program on the Octeon and a sequential C program on 
eight-core 3-GHz Intel Xeon processors. Although the performance of the former is much higher, it is mainly 
caused by the number of used cores. If all the cores are used, the throughput of Xeon may be better; however, it 
is very hard to use multiple cores and to preserve the order of packets in Xeon. As shown in Table 1, the Pho-
nepl program is much shorter even when compared with the C program. 

Moreover, Table 1 suggests an important difference between the two implementations; that is, the packet loss 
ratio is slowly increasing in the Xeon implementation because cache miss is slowly increasing, but packets are 
almost never lost if the input ratio is 9.2 Gbps or less in the Phonepl implementation because the memory usage 
is completely controlled. 

6.2. Timestamp Handler for Network Virtualization Platform 
The second program, which is described in detail in another paper [18], is a program for measuring communica-
tion delay between two points in the virtualization network. In this evaluation, NPs and the program was used 
only in VNodes, and a slow-path program was used in the gateways. 

 

 
Figure 5. Performance of MAC-header addition/deletion. 
 
Table 1. Results of MAC header addition/deletion. 

Implementation 
Throughput (Gbps)* 

Program lines 
Header addition Header deletion 

Phonepl program 9.2† 9.2† 26‡ 

C program (Xeon, single core)** 2.3† (4.0††) 1.7† (4.0††) 161‡ 
*Packet size: 1024 B; **Promiscuous mode is used; †No packet loss (ratio < 10−6); ††Packet loss ratio = 10−3; 
‡Comment-only lines are not counted. 
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A VNode platform can support delay measurement function without adding programs and data (i.e., packet 
format) for measurement to programs in virtual nodes. This function is useful when slice developers want to 
measure delay of a high-bandwidth application with certain intelligent functions in relaying nodes. A special 
type of virtual links between nodes, which is called measurable VLAN virtual link (MVL) type and developed 
by using the VNode plug-in architecture, is used to implement this function. MVLs are implemented by using 
timestamp insertion/deletion programs in the nodes. A VNode removes the platform header, which includes a 
GRE/IP or VLAN header and the timestamp, from an incoming packet and adds one to an outgoing packet, so 
programs that handles packets on a slice never see the platform header. 

The virtualization-network structure used for this experiment is drawn in Figure 6. Two terminals communi-
cate using a slice. The physical network contains two VNodes. Each VNode contains a virtual node, which are 
connected by an MVL. In the platform, each packet has a platform header with a timestamp. 

The communication and measurement methods used for this experiment is as follows. The timestamp is in-
serted at the entrance gateway. Each VNode generates a packet for the virtual node by removing the platform 
header from an incoming packet and restores the timestamp to outgoing packets that comes from the virtual 
node and are identified with a stored incoming packet. The timestamp is tested and deleted at the exit gateway, 
which calculates the delay between the entrance and exit gateways. In the network described in Figure 6, the 
two VNodes and one PC is used for the two gateways (and terminals) to avoid the difficult synchronization 
problem. Terminal PCs communicate each other by using Ethernet packets, which are switched by the MAC ad-
dresses in the virtual nodes. A WANic-56512 that contains the program handles both incoming and outgoing 
packets. An Ethernet switch program, which is a slow-path program, works on a virtual node in a VNode. 

The NP also swaps the external and internal MAC addresses in the platform header [1]. To swap addresses, 
the program contains a conversion table for these MAC addresses, which is implemented using a string array, 
and accepts virtual-link-creation and deletion requests. A creation request adds an entry to the conversion table. 

The results show the gateway-to-gateway delay is 178 μS (σ = 24 μS). Table 2 compares the performance of 
the 750 MHz Octeon and the 3-GHz Xeon. The performance is very close to wire rate. The C program is rela-
tively short because this program does not contain conversion-table configuration code but the Phonepl program 
contains it. However, the former is still much longer. 

7. Concluding Remarks 
An open, portal, and high-level language, called Phonepl, is proposed. By using Phonepl, a programmer can de-
velop a program that uses SRAM and DRAM appropriately without having to be aware of a distinction between 
SRAM and DRAM. To handle packets appropriately in this environment, four packet data-representations and 
packet-operation methods are proposed. A prototype using Octeon NP was developed and evaluated. The  
 

 
Figure 6. Virtualization-network structure for time-stamp handling. 

 
Table 2. Results of timestamp handling and conversion. 

Implementation 
Throughput (Gbps)* 

Program lines 
Header addition Header deletion 

Phonepl program 10.0† 9.5† 99‡ 

C program (Xeon, single core)** 2.3† (4.0††) 2.2† (4.0††) 190‡ 
*Packet size: 1024 B; **Promiscuous mode is used; †No packet loss (ratio < 10−6); †Packet loss ratio = 10−3; 
‡Comment-only lines are not counted. 
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throughput of the prototype system is close to the wire rate, i.e., 10 Gbps, when the packet size is 256 bytes or 
larger, in several packet-conversion applications. Although this is a preliminary result, it proves the proposed 
method is promising in achieving our objectives, i.e., popularity among developers, reduced cost in programma-
bility, and portability. 

Future work includes evaluation of Phonepl language and processor by human programmers and improve-
ment of the language design and implementation according to the evaluation result. Although Phonepl and the 
language processor inevitably have limitations, they should be acceptable and, if possible, natural to program-
mers. Future work also includes implementation of Phonepl for other types of NPs to prove the portability. 
Moreover, the memory allocation and deallocation mechanism must be improved to reduce memory leak caused 
by global variable assignments and the performance of the Phonepl language processor should be improved. 
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